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Tobacco may
turn new leaf
with research
Lady Tigers
win collision
vs. Calloway
Page 6
WORLD

Tornado kills
more than 400
in Bangladesh
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP). —
A tornado ripped through northern Bangladesh, killing more
than 400 villagers and injuring
at least 33,000 in a 20-minute
outburst of destruction.
The 125-mph twister flattened dozens of villages and
blew away more than 10,000
mostly mud-and-straw structures Monday afternoon in Tangail district where the worst of
the damage occurred, the official BSS news agency said.
In one village, 120 people
died, including many students
in a boarding school that
collapsed.
Local administrator Irsat
Jahan, who released the official
toll of at least 406 dead and
33,000 injured, said many more
bodies would probably be
found when government relief
workers finally reach the site
Wednesday and begin helping
the survivors.
Badshah Mia, an attendant
at a local hospital who was
reaclIed by telephone, said his
hospaal was overwhelmed with
patients, and hundreds of victims had been rushed to nearby
facilities.
Mia said an acute shortage
of blood and bandages was
hampering medical treatment of
the injured.
The tornado snapped telephone lines and uprooted many
trees between Tangail and
Dhaka, the Bangladesh capital,
making it difficult to reach most
of the area for hours.
Over the weekend, rainstorms killed at least 10 people
in northern Bangladesh.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
Tobacco and Health Research
Institute is shifting directions
after 25 years and will focus on
genetic engineering to create new
non-smoking uses for the plant.
As a result of this and other
research, some portion of future
Kentucky tobacco crops could
become medicine, insecticides,
ingredients in perfumes and flavor additives, or products not yet
discovered.
The institute has spent a little
more than $3 million a year on
research trying to make smoking
safer, with almost all of that coming from a half-cent-a-pack tax
on cigarettes sold in Kentucky.
It was created in 1970, when
the state legislature decided to
argue with the surgeon general's

health warning on cigarettes.
The institute's assignment:
"Proving or disproving the question of health hazards to tobacco
users and ... preserving and
strengthening the tobacco industry in Kentucky."
Several years ago, thendirector John Diana acknowledged that no significant
breakthroughs had been reached.
Since then, the Kentucky
Tobacco Research Board, which
oversees the institute, decided
that there were better things to do
with the relatively small amount
of money.
"The research we've done has
been good, but I think we let the
public perceive that in just a matter of years we were going to find

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo

SAVED: Eddie Workman, driving the four-wheeler, and Greg Workman lead their horse Rebel back to
safety after the horse got loose and tangled in wire and fencing on Route 893 North Monday afternoon.
The horse was retrieved about two miles from its home.

• See Page 2

TOP TEN

Wyatt receives teacher achievement award
enviornmental science teacher in
By SCOTT NANNEY
the Calloway County School SysStaff Writer
tem since 1984.
Helping students "become sucOut of more than 9,400 nomicessful contributors to society" is
10 teachers were chosen
nations,
what motivates Calloway County from each of the four states
High School's Stephanie Wyatt. involved — Kentucky, West VirThat motivation helped earn
ginia, Ohio and Minnesota.
Wyatt a Teacher Achievement
Ashland, a large energy and
Award from Ashland Inc. as one chemical company, opened nomiof Kentucky's 10 outstanding
nations for its Teacher Achieveteachers for 1996 during a cerement Awards from early Novemmony this morning at the state
ber 1995 through Jan. 22, 1996.
capitol in Frankfort.
Kentucky teachers eligible to
Wyatt, who earned a bache- receive the award were those who
lor's degree in agriculture, a are certified and are currently
Rank I in enviornmental educa- teaching kindergarden through
tion and a Rank II in biology grade 12.
Ashland representative Doug
from Murray State University,
has served as a biology and Shells said these teachers should

STEPHANIE WYATT
be recognized for their efforts.
"I think it's important to recognize these teachers for what they
do day in and day out," Sheils
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Propes was unable during the
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — An
to reach Boaz, a Lone
weekend
uninvited guest swooped into the
Wal-Mart Supercenter on U.S. 60 Oak-based professional photograthis weekend, leaving the mana- pher who spends much of his
ger to shop for a wildlife expert. time in the wild, working as a
wildlife rehabilitation specialist.
An American kestrel, a falcon
commonly known as a sparrow On Monday morning, Wal-Mart's
hawk, flew into the store either corporate headquarters put Propes
Friday night or Saturday morn- in touch with Prism Inc., a pest
ing. It flapped around until late control firm in Memphis, Tenn.,
Monday afternoon when Paducah that also does animal rescue.
Prism agreed to come, but then
wildlife rehabilitation specialist
messages left for Boaz
phone
Gene Boaz captured the ravenous
He went to the store
off.
paid
a
with
it
enticing
creature by
Monday afternoon.
piece of meat.
"We chased it all over the
Because the bird is a protected
building," Boaz said, moments
species, getting it out of the store
was a complicated affair, said after enticing the bird by showing
Mark Propes, store general
manager.
• See Page 2
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state of what a quality program
we have. It also shows the kind
of support our board of education
and our superintendant gives to
the program."
Some of the concepts and
skills that helped Wyatt earn the
award was her involvement in the
American-Russian Ecobridge
Environmental Research Project.
As part of the project, student
research teams were assembled to
perform water quality tests on
.drinking water sources in western, central and northern areas of
Kentucky and in Donetsk, Russia.
The information gathered in the
experiment was presented at the

Falcon spends
weekend in store

WEATHER
Tonight...Considerable
cloudiness with a 40 percent
chance of thunderstorms. Low
60 to 65. South wind 10 to 15
mph.
Wednesday-Nosily cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Partly sunny in
the afternoon. High 80 to 85.

said. "I think some teachers feel
they are not appreicated for what
they do."
Sheils said each teacher
received $2,500 in cash and was
presented a plaque with a glass
apple on it.
Calloway County Principal Jerry Ainley said the school system
was happy to see Wyatt get the
honor.
"We're very, very pleased," he
said. "She has worked hard for
this honor."
Ainley said Wyatt's award
casts a good light on the Calloway County School System.
"It is representative of the kind
of faculty we have," he said.
"This sends a message across the

Rainfall delays corn crop
By SCOTT NANNLY
Staff Writer
While recent rainfall may seem
excessive this year, the Purchase
area is only slightly above its
average.
Graves County Extension
Agent Bill Green said rainfall in
the area has been three and a half
inches above its normal average.
"The actual amounts vary from

corn
day to day," he iaid. "Today insects," Green said. 'The_
pollsMay
late
in
planted
is
that
In
neutral.
stayed
,
we
(Monday)
nates at the end of July or in earthe Purchase area, the northern
August. As a result, we don't
ly
the
than
area has been worse
get good grain on our ears.
southern area."
"It's not that we won't get the
With rainfall being only slightly above normal, Green said only crop, the yield potential just goes
corn planting has been delayed. down," he said.
For those farmers who are
which causes two problems.
"As we delay planting, it
increases our problems with • See Page 2

Hardin apartment
fire contained
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Residents of a Marshall County
apartment complex are thankful
Tuesday that a fire, which
itstroyecT one =A, was ads=
guished before it caused catastrophic damage.
According to Rita Moryl, manager of the Hilldale Apartments,
a 60-unit complex in Hardin, a
fire broke out in the apartment of
Robin Runyon about 10:30 a.m.
Monday.
Members of the Hardin Volunteer Fire Department were called

to the scene and had the fire
under control within 15 minutes
of their arrival, Moryl said.
Runyon, who lives with her
son in the number six building of
-the complex, was not home at the
time of the fire. Fire officials said
the blaze started near a chair in
the living room of the apartment.
Officials from the state fire
marshal's office will investigate
the blaze before making an official determination of how it
started, Moryl said.
• See Page 2
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II Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1
the cure for cancer and we were
going to change tobacco so it
wouldn't have all this bad publicity, and maybe that's too big a
goal," board Chairman Will Ed
Clark said.
In February, the board hired a
new director, H. Maelor Davies,

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701

who has a strong background in
plant genetics.
Davies, a 44-year-old Welshman, worked for years at Calgene, the California company that
engineered a tomato to stay ripe
longer.
He was a lead scientist in the
effort that altered the canola plant
to produce a different kind of oil.
Instead of being used for cooking
or margarine, the genetically
engineered oil is used to make
soap or detergent.
Davies is looking for five or
six scientists with expertise in
plant genetics, doubling the number of researchers now on board.
A relatively small amount of
genetics research has been going
on at the institute, most of it by
Robert Shepherd, a pioneer in the
field and the only UK faculty
member named to the National
Academy of Sciences. He is leaving UK.
Davies said he plans to submit

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

•Falcon...

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's
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it a piece of meat and trapping it.
Boaz reasoned that the male bird
had not eaten in several days and
was very hungry. Cooped inside
the big store, "It eventually
would have died," Boaz said.
He plans to feed it mice, chicken livers and chicken necks for a
few days and then let it go.
He said the bird may have
flown into the store through one
of many doors. He speculated
that it could have flown into a
storeroom chasing a sparrow, one
of the birds that it eats.
The weekend's main attraction
was a pretty good guest. He flew
around the store, roosting for a
time in different locations, and
didn't bother anyone or anything,
Propes said.
"I guess half my time the last
three days has been spent on this
bird," he said. "You wouldn't
believe the red tape associated
with these birds. ... His timing
wasn't very good. The weekend
is not a good time for this to have
happened."

work for the institute, said developing new uses for tobacco
would be4 complicated, continuous process.
Many products will be needed,
he said, because each is expected
to use relatively small amounts of
tobacco. And new products will
need to keep coming as the ones
already discovered are surpassed
or start showing up in foreign
tobacco fields.
But Wagner has pushed for
more attention to genetically
engineered tobacco and applauds
the shift at the institute.
"It's a natural for us to push
tobacco as a system," he said.
Davies hopes to form partnerships with companies that already
are doing genetics research, but
need the expertise in tobacco that
the institute can provide.

•Fire...
FROM PAGE 1
Although smoke damage was
sustained throughout the complex, Moryl said most residents
were able to return to their homes
shortly after firefighters extinguished the fire.
"All the units are -livable
except the one where the fire
started," she said. "Most of the
residents were able to clear out
the smell of smoke by just opening their windows."
Moryl commended the Hardin
Fire Department and the Hilldale
residents for their reactions to the
potentially fatal situation.
"The firefighters were great.
They were here and had the fire
under control really quick. And
all the residents evacuated their
apartments without panicking and
worked together in making sure
everyone was out. I was really
proud of them," she said.
MURRAY

Ledger &Times
1001 WhItnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
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a budget to the board next month
that would call for a 50-50 split
between medical and plant genetics research. The genetics proportion is expected to grow in the
future, he said, but changes in
long-term research come slowly.
Tobacco is well-suited to genetic research. It accepts foreign
genes well, is relatively easy to
grow and produces tall stalks
with big leaves — just what scientists want in a "factory plant."
But no one involved with the
institute expects research to come
up with an altered tobacco plant
that would require as many acres
as are now used for growing
tobacco for cigarettes.
They say, however, that the
science of plant genetics is moving quickly and that the tobacco
plant is not likely to get as much
attention in laboratories outside
Kentucky.
George Wagner, a UK agronomy professor who does grant

e

FROM PAGE 1
American-Russian Environmental
Teen Summit in Washington,
D.C., and at Earth Day in Rostov,
Russia.
"It was very gratifying for me
to see my students successfully
work as a team," said Wyatt in a
press release from Ashland.
"Their personal development
translated into individual success
as evidenced by their improvement in areas involving communication skills, leadership abilities and self-discipline."
In addition to her work at Calloway County High School,
Wyatt is also involved in many
aspects of the community.
Wyatt coaches little league athletics and judges 4-H and Future
Farmers of America competitions. She also started an organization to help students with leadership, character, service, cooperation and scholarship and helped
to raise $3,500 for the American
Heart Association.

Fraternity fire likely
started by cigarette
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) —
A cigarette that ignited a pile of
trash was the likely cause of a
fraternity house blaze that killed
five people on graduation day at
the University of North Carolina,
fire officials say.
The fire, which injured three
other students, likely began early
Sunday in the basement of the
Phi Gamma Delta house and
spread quickly with the help of
open doors, Assistant Fife Marshal Larry Johnson said Monday.
The fraternity held a precommencement party Saturday
night in the basement that went in
to the wee hours.
Ron Binder, the university's
director of Greek affairs, said he
did not believe the party or drinking contributed to the fire.
"The issue here is the
tragedy," he said. "It was
accidental."

MIAMI(AP) — A police diver
stumbled upon the data recorder
of ValuJet Flight 592 while
searching for human remains in
Everglades muck, a discovery
that could yield clues to the cause
of the crash that killed 109
people.
"He stepped on it," Robert
Francis, vice chairman of the
National Transportation Safety
Board, said Monday night, calling the find "extraordinarily
fortunate."
ck,
Navy sonar had failed to find
either of the jet's recorders.
The 30-pound data recorder,
buried in the muck under a few
feet of murky water, was sent to
NTSB headquarters in Washington for analysis, shipped in a
water-filled cooler to ensure
against drying that might damage
it
The recorder was bent but in
good shape, Francis said. The
box on the 27-year-old plane
recorded fewer details than those
on newer jets. Older recorders
measure only 11 functions, such
as speed and altitude.

READER -INFORMATION
Business Hours

In Washington today, the Federal Aviation Administration
announced plans to accelerate
hiring of inspectors and review
how they do their jobs.
Also today, the search at the
crash site was scheduled to
resume. Rescue workers began
assembling at a staging site eight
miles from the scene just before 8
a.m. A few people stayed at the
site overnight to guard the scene.
Francis said today's search
would focus on finding the
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FROM PAGE 1
forced to plant their corn crop
late, Green said it is a good idea
to check on what type of corn
should be planted.
"I think farmers need to check
people they are contracted with to
see if they want it planted or if
they should switch to field corn,"
he said.
Green said a few days of good
weather would help farmers get
their work done.

Fast Service-Convenient Location I
This Week's Special
Large Hamburger
Fries and
Medium Drink

If rates jump up,so can yours!

"If we can get five or six days
of good weather, we can get a
world of work done," he said.
Green said the weather is a
concern every year.
"There is really no such animal
(as a normal year)," Green said.
"Everyone tries to predict the
weather for the summer based on
what happened in the spring, but
you can't use spring as an indication for what the summer weather
will be.
"Every year it's a concern, but
we have never failed to get a crop
in," he said.
According to Calloway County
weather observer John Ed Scott,
rainfall in the county is two
inches under the normal amount.
Scott said the average rainfall
for the month of April was 4.07.
The total rainfall for the year is at
16.37, down from an average of
18.95.
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DC-9's other so-called black box,
the cockpit voice recorder, as
well as human remains and parts
of the plane.
"We're optimistic that we'll
be able to find the recorder. We
can speculate on where we think
it is," he said this morning. Both
recorders are located in a plane's
tail.
On Monday, teams of divers
walked side by side, searching
the swamp inch by inch and
accompanied by a sharpshooter
on the lookout for alligators and
poisonous snakes.
The searchers filled bags with
body parts, including fingers,
hands, feet, but nothing larger
than a knee, said Metro-Dade
police Cmdr. Al Harper.
"It would be traumatic for
even the most seasoned homicide
detective," he said.
Retired Dade County Medical
Examiner Joseph Davis, who is
taking part in the investigation,
said some victims might never be
identified. "I don't hold any
hope we'll find any recoverable
large parts of people," he said.
The divers have also been
selectively collecting small
pieces of the jet that could be
considered "significant," Francis
said, "and these may be a bundle
of wiring,-or-upurieular switch,
or whatever it is."
The pieces could be "early
indicators of what might have
happened," he added.
Francis said the jet's engines,
found Sunday, would undergo a
thorough examination but that an
early inspection at the site
showed no "catastrophic
damage."
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As firefighters continued to
look for clues, relatives and
friends mourned the loss of loves
ones.
"I couldn't come here yesterday," said Bryan Smith, who
graduated Sunday. "It was quite
a bittersweet day."
Three of the dead — Benjamin
Watson Woodruff of Raleigh,
Robert Joshua Weaver and Mark
Briggs Strickland, both of Rocky
Mount — were members of the
fraternity. Also killed were Anne
McBride Smith, a student from
Rocky Mount, and Joanna Howell, of Cary.

Police diver finds data
recorder at wreck site
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Flowers sat at the front of the
burned-out shell of the 80-yearold brick building. In an adjacent
parking lot, broken beer bottles
were the only reminder of the
celebration that had taken place
in the house before the fire.
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times pihoto

Dr. Donnie Harrison (at far right), Dean of the College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State University, accepts a $1,000 donation from Vickie Dillon, district personnel manager of JCPenney. Murray State
ranks 13th in the nation in the number of its graduates currently working with JCPenney. Also shown are
(front, from left) Gins Winchester, assistant director of the MSU Career Services Office; Cathy Morgan and
Joshua Waggoner, members of the JCPenney 94th anniversary team; (back row) Wayne Heath, (left) JCPenney store manager; and Dr. Gary Brockway, chairman of the MSU Department of Management and Marketing.

National Scouting Museum sets
summer youth workshops for June
The National Scouting
Museum, on the campus of Murray State University, is offering a
series of summer youth workshops beginning in June.
Each week-long, morning class
will provide fun-filled, hands-on

experiences for youth ages 7-12.
Workshops will be:
Pathfinders (ages 10-12) June
17-21, 8 to 11 a.m. The cost is
$25. Children will learn how to
use a map and compass. Activities will include learning about

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone _company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE are assured. Do not neglect No. 1.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Lucky breaks help you secure your Love is a grand adventure! Your
financial future. Investigate an warm feelings for someone are reciemployment offer that surfaces in late procated. Partnership activities
summer. Your ability to handle diffi- receive a tremendous boost. Others
cult situations with aplomb will win wonder about your source ofenergy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
praise from influential people. Weigh
all the odds before changing your may have to use reserve funds for a
lifestyle or goals. A romantic partner sudden emergency. Family and
will exert considerable influence over friends are counting on your good
the decisions you make early in 1997. will and financial backing. Do not
Be honest if someone you meet on a expect repayment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
trip captures your heart,
CELEBRITIES BORN ON You have high hopes for a business
THIS DAY: baseball great George venture that could have flaws.
Brett, singer Trini Lopez, Dallas Research turns up vital information:
Cowboys running great Emmett Know when to abandon projects that
Smith, novelist Katherine Anne are going nowhere.
•SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Porter.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): 21): Investigate before plunging
Stay on top of your financial obliga- headlong into a real estate deal.
tions. Flashes of insight regarding a Although everyone wants to be a
new endeavor or home improvement winner, it may not be in the cards.
are right on target. With meditation, Take steps to boost your ebbing
energy. you will find creative solutions.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Research or a tip from a friend leads 19): Private dealings are the
to a timely investment. You can smartest way to go today. Someone
learn a lot by letting others have shares your romantic feelings but
center stage tonight. By voicing may think that the timing is wrong.
your opinions in private, you win Concentrate on developing your
career. Be ready to deal with budget
someone's approval.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): cutbacks.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Your enthusiasm and excellent
instincts make a big impact on Someone's intentions become cryssomeone. A financial arrangement tal-clear now. Indulge your hunches.
can be made more profitable. Build They are right on the money! Talk is
cheap; look for reliable sources of
on what already exists.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): information. A brief encounter holds
Trust your ESP. Someone may be unforeseen benefits. Use your talhiding something. Seek information ents wisely.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
from an individual who works
behind the scenes. Make romance or financial transaction can be concludrecreation part of your agenda ed successfully today. However,
talks may not go as anticipated
tonight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Creative unless you are very tactful. Planning
input helps you bail out of a difficult ahead will help you avoid roadcareer situation. VIPs see you in a blocks. Keep your options open.
different light. Perks and a promotion Clever maneuvering is essential.
TODAY'S CHILDREN have commanding presence. Even as tots, they
will want to run the show. Give these earnest youngsters plenty of affection
and praise. Prone to hero worship during adolescence; these Taureans need
to choose role models worthy of their respect. As adults, they will be astute
judges of character and wonderful executive material. Forward-looking and
adventurous, these Taureans sometimes shock more traditional types with
their suggestions for change. They must learn to tread lightly in certain circumstances.

the history and development of
maps and compasses, how to read
a map using symbols and features
on a topographical map. Students
will be able to test their skills on
the museum's orienteering
course.
Arty Illustrators (ages 10-12)
June 17-21, 8 to 11 a.m. The
cost is $25.
Jr. Arty Illustrators (ages 7-9)
June 24-28, 8 to 10 a.m. The cost
is $20. Children will learn, create. and tell stories, While they
.are learning some well known
tales, they will see how they can
use their imiginations to create
new stories. Ther will improve
their reading and writing- skills,
too.
'Outdoor Adventurers (10-12)
July 15-19, 8 to 1.1. a.m. The cost
is $25.
Jr. Outdoor Adventurers (ages
7-9) July 22-26, 8 to 10 a.m. The
cost is $20. This workshop will
include learning the basics of
camping and hiking. Activities
will include setting up a campsite, camp cooking, building a
safe campfire and outdoor shelters, and taking a safe hike. They
will become familiar with various
pieces of camping equipment and
its proper usage.
Each class is limited to 20 participants. Registration forms
have been distributed to city and
county schools, but additional
forms and information may be
obtained by calling the National
Scouting Museum at (502)
762-3383. Registration deadline
is June 1.

If you're age 65 or older-but not
yet 70-and still working, you can
earn $12,500 this year before your
Social Security benefits are reduced
$1 for every $3 in eamings. There is
no limit for people age 70 or older.
A new law, signed March 29,
increases the annual earnings limit
from $11,520 in 1996 and gradually
raises it to $30,000 in 2002. In
1997, the limit will be $13,500;
1998, $14,500; 1999, $15,500;
2000, $17,000; 2001, $25,000;
2002, $30,000. After 2002, the
annual exempt amount will be indexed to growth in average wages.
The new law does not change the
earnings limit for workers who are
age 62 but under 65. That limit is
$8,280 in 1996 and will increase in
future years with increases in average wages, as under present law.
Only your earnings are affected
by Social Security's earnings limits.
The law does not count non-work
income such as investments, interest, pensions, annuities, capital
gains, and other income not resulting from current work.

Swap meet set May 25
The fourth annual Mid-South
Classic Bicycle, Whizzes and Cushman Motor Bike Show and Swap
Meet will be Sat. May 25th.
The meet will again be held at the
Hazel Community Center in the
small Antique Town eight miles
south of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Participants are expected from
several states since this is the only
event of its kind held in the MidSouthern Stairs.
The events will consist of a show

for the bikes and scooters with
people's choice voting to determine
the winner of each class. The trophies will be sponsored by the City
of Hazel. Also a traveling trophy
will be given to the participant that
travels the most miles.
-There will be vendors, with parts
and extra bikes for sale to the public.
The picture shows riders at a pit
stop at a small country General
Store at New Providence.
For more information concerning
the event: (502) 753-1205.

Which insurance
company promotes

We are pleased to announce
that Alison Ward,bride-elect of
Todd Terry, has made her
domestic •and household selections through our bridal registry.
Alison and Todd will be
married June 8, 1996.

community
service?

We are pleased to
announce thatJennifer
Price, bride-elect of
Mitch Russell, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Jennifer and Mitch
will be married June
17, 1996.

Woodmen lodges
donate equipment to
schools, orphanages,
parks and other
community
organizations.

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,
Murray
7534377

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Woodmen

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

of the World
Life Insurance Society
0111,..: °mai,. Net"a‘ka

The Affordable Convertible

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
Do you know where
your customer are?
90 out of every 100
newspaper readers
make a point to read
ads, too. 58 percent of
TV viewers would
rather do something
else when commercials
are on.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 1995j

"Frosty" - Clear jelly.

The Preston Group, Lexington. Ky.
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Murray-Calloway County

Fair Pageant 1996

MOONIESFOOTSIES

$14.88

"Greensborough" • Available in Black or
Tan Leather.

MOOTAES100757ES
$14.88
"Nashville" - Available in White or Tan
Leather.

* BABY CONTEST 1996 *
WHO:

Children who are age 5 on or before June
15, 1996. These children will be divided
into 5 different age groups.

WHEN.

Saturday, June 15, 1996

WHERE; Calloway County High School
ENTRY DEADLINE:

Friday, May 24, 1996

ISENSATIONSI
"Spider" • Clear jelly.

Registration forms may be picked up at the
Chamber of Commerce or Lad & Lassie.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

"Betty" • Available in White or Multi-color
Metallic.

sHoe sensarion

Dana Prescott 753-2627 after 5 p.m.

Chestnut Hills Plaza • 753-6242
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Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Grand jury voices concerns
Dear Editor:
This letter will serve as an urgent request to the citizens of Murray and Calloway County. We, the members of the May, 1996 Calloway County Grand Jury were taken aback by the amount of
alleged drug activity in our fine community. We were made aware
of this fact by the testimony of various law enforcement officials
before the Grand Jury.
We would like to encourage all citizens to help us with drug
enforcement in our neighborhoods. A simple telephone call of any
suspicious activity may be the only tool our police agencies need to
make an arrest that will protect your families and ours. We believe
the cooperation of all is needed if we intend to help curb illegal
drug activity.
William E. Marcum
Calloway County Grand Jury
May, 1996 Term
Murray , Ky. 42071

Garvin gives thanks for support

In a gray house, alone
Once when they were dating and
had gone out for a romantic dinner,
she went to the ladies room while he
paid the check. When she came
back, expecting him to be standing
by the cash register where she'd left
him, he was nowhere in sight.
Irrationally, non-sensically, she
prepared herself for the reality that
he had left her. Just like that. No
reason.
Her mother always said that's
how men were. That was why her
mother insisted that all her daughters get a proper education. So they'd
have something to fall back on. A
career. In case he went out to buy a
loaf of bread and never came back.
Or took you to a fine restaurant only
to dump you afterwards.
She hail heard such warnings all
her life, so she was constantly
steeling herself for abandonment.
She did not even check to see if he
was standing over in the corner,
away from the cluster of patrons by
the cash register. She opened her
wallet to see how much money she
had on her. Checked her credit
cards. She could rent a car. Drive
herself home. She'd survive.
When he came in the door of the
restaurant from where he'd been
waiting'for her in the vestibule, she
said calmly,"I thought you left me."
"Why would I do that," he asked,
genuinely puzzled, explaining that
he'd stepped outside because of the

Dear Editor:
Thank you so much for the publicity you provided for the State WM17
Convention held recently at First Baptist Church. Your contribution
helped to make the convention a very successful one.
Terry Garvin
First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street, Murray 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Kentucky New Era
We understand local court officials had no choice under Kentucky law. It is nonetheless frustrating that the mere mention of the
word "polygraph" was sufficient to halt a murder trial in progress
in Christian County last week.
We understand that results of polygraph, or lie detector, tests are
considered unreliable and therefore inadmissible as evidence in
Kentucky criminal cases. ...
We don't understand, however, why a police officer's simple
reference to an eliminated suspect being subjected to a polygraph
test — which is all that was said in this instance — is sufficient to
stop a trial.
The testimonial faux pas was committed in Christian Circuit
Court by a Clarksville, Tenn. detective "unfamiliar with Kentucky
law" who never even got around to telling how the lie detector test
on this uninvolved person turned out.
It's not like the jurors never heard of polygraph tests. Even occasional viewers of "NYPD Blue," "Murder One," old "Perry
Mason" reruns or some other television crime drama have encountered them. ...
Yet the local justice system now must go to the time, trouble and
expense of seating a new jury and retrying the case.
The problem, in our view, is not with uninformed out-of-state
witnesses but with Kentucky's overly strict application of the ban
on polygraph test evidence. State law should recognize the difference between ensuring a fair trial and a harmless slip of the tongue
on the witness stand.
No, we don't understand how merely mentioning "polygraph
test" can stop a criminal trial in Christian County or any other
Kentucky court.
We now understand, however, why the wheels of justice not only
turn slowly but all too often come to a screeching halt.

• ';/:

Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
In school systems across our region, teachers and other staff are
being laid off.
Expected cuts in federal education money are partially responsible for some layoffs. Declining enrollment, across the board raises
or loss of other tax revenues also are hurting schools.
Federal cuts — the extent of which will not be known until later
this year — are part of an ideological movement to transfer power
and responsibility to the states and localities. The merits of that
idea are complex and worth debating. But in Kentucky, the value of
such an idea is further complicated by state law. ...
For every federal program that is cut and turned over to local
governments, a similar quandary awaits. Local governments cannot
grow to meet the needs with House Bill 44 on the books.
To a certain point, such pressure is a good thing — it will force
more innovation. But the line between constructive pressure and
destructive removal of vital resources is easily crossed. House Bill
44 and blanket federal cuts are clumsy ways to try to walk that
line. ...
There is little chance House Bill 44 will be repealed. As long as
it is on the books, the national revolution in the federal government
will continue to be felt most keenly by local governments as they
cope with the rhetoric that prom ises_ them, more _power_and the_reality of less choice.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed WI:10.1d
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH. McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
crowd. It seemed logical to him,
and strange that in the face of all
evidence to the contrary, she assumed he abandoned her.
He
almost made a joke about her anxiety but could tell from the way she
shrugged and said,"I don't know," it
would be better not to.
She loved him more than she
could have ever imagined, to much
that she was afraid she depended on
him too much. That she could not
live without him. She almost didn't
marry him because she knew she
would be a widow someday. It was
pretty much of a statistical certainty.
She could not bear the thought of
losing him. Not now. Not ever. So
on the night they got married, she
imagined herself slipping out of bed
after he went to sleep and stealing
away by herself to start a new life
alone.
She would take a Greyhound Bus
or hop on a train to a faraway city
where no one knew her. She would

miss him terribly, but at least she
would know he was alive somewhere. Her life would be painfully
empty without him, but it would not
hurt as much as enduring his death
some time in the future. She would
survive on her own. After all, she
was her mother's daughter; she
could take care of herself.
She did not leave on her wedding
night, but she often remembers her
fantasy of fleeing. And after eight
years of marraige, she loves him
more than ever. Not that their life
together is perfect, but somehow
they seem made for each other.
They are happy.
In their time together, they have
endured other losses. Other deaths.
Enough so that she understands that
you don't exactly get over some
things in life, as much as you learn
to go on in spite of them. Each new
loss brings some insight, maybe
even a touch of wisdom.
One day she realized they are

ordinary people. They will never be
famous. They are solidly middleaged and moving fast toward gray
hair, arthritis, and talking back to
the television the way their fathers
did.
She tries to explain all this to her
32-year-old neice, who is beautiful,
talented, brilliant, and in love with a
man who is smart, handsome, and
successful. The niece should be
happy. Ecstatic. But instead she's
miserable.
"Do you love him," she asks the
niece gently, afraid that too much
probing will make her clam up.
The younger woman nods a tearful, "Yes."
"Does he love you?"
"He says he does."
"Then he does," the aunt declares.
"He has no reason to say something
he doesn't mean.
And then she tells the story of that
night at the restaurant, the fantasy of
running away from love because she
knew it would lead to some kind of
loss. She tries to explain to the niece
that the uncertainty is worth it, and
that life is a crap shoot anyway. You
play the odds, even though in the
end you know one morning you
may wake in the cool dawn,alone in
a gray house. There will be photographs of children and grandchildren over the mantelpiece and the
memory of lying beside him, touching his cheek.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
April 30 — The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle on the gasoline tax:
When Bill Clinton and the Democrat Congress rammed through
the largest tax increase in history three years ago, it included a
4.3-cent per gallon gasoline tax hike.
At the time, few motorists noticed because pump price were
going down anyway — and continued to go down after the tax was
-imposed.
Democratic strategists were elated the higher tax was so well
"camouflaged" that they virtually got a free ride.
Well, times change. Soaring pump prices all this year are drawing public attention to — and renewed criticism of — the 1993 gas
tax boost. Oil commodity inflation is like a large, new regressive

tax that takes a heavy toll on all income groups. ...
Senate Majority Leader and putative GOP presidential nominee
Bob Dole, R-Kan., along with House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga., are introducing legislation to repeal Clinton's pump-price
hike.
Not one Republican in either house of Congress voted for the '93
increase. Now that the GOP is in the majority the legislation should
have clear sailing. Even some Democrats who voted for the hike
will, in this election year, go along with the repeal.
There could be no "camouflaging" of a presidential veto of a
bill that would immediately bring escalating pump prices down
more than four cents a gallon.

What's the big deal?
At this point, I thought I had
heard all the theories on why
Dennis Rodman has captured the
imagination of Chicagoans and
the media.
As a Bulls fan, I find my interest in Rodman limited to whether
he can grab rebounds and avoid
going berserk and kissing a referee on the lips.
I won't read his silly book
because I honestly don't care
what he and Madonna did or
didn't do, so long as they didn't
do it on my front porch.
But someone has come up with
an intriguing explanation for all
the interest in Rodman.
I don't know this person's
name because he or she posted
the thought on America Online
under one of those anonymous
handles.
The message was directed at a
Tribune sports columnist who
thinks that Rodman is something
of a jerk.
The on-line correspondent disagreed and wrote:
"You seem to be out of touch
with the phenomenon of Dennis
Rodman and his appeal to the
fans of Chicago.
"Dennis is like a piece of art.
People want to get a closer look
to see what it really is.
"It says different things to different people. No two people
look at an object of art in the
same way; such is true of
Rodman.
"An also holds value differently. The first guy to buy a Picasso
probably didn't expect it to be
worth millions.
Others may
question the value of the work of
that artist to this day.
"I see parents and children clamoring for his jersey not to
endorse Dennis as an example,
but more as a symbol of 'touching' an unusual piece of art.
"...Look at what the Bulls really are. In a museum there are
great works of art (Jordan) forming a solid foundation to your
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ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
viewing pleasure. There are
pieces whose attraction remain
steadfast buy slightly under the
attraction of the great works (Pippen, Kerr, et al).
"The works that draw the
greatest attention are those which
provoke curiosity, can inflame
human emotions both good and
bad, be seen as sexy, sexless, anti
or pro, be controversial in every
respect.
"It is the intent of the artist.
We have the best of the museum
pieces to enjoy. These pieces are
all priceless in their own right.
"Take Rodman for what he
is...an oddity which enhances the
team, regardless of how people
view him."
When I read the message, I
thought: "That is really goofy.
A work of an is something you
hang on your wall-maybe a sailing ship or a bowl of fruit. It is
not some six-and-a-half-foot goofus who likes to put on women's
clothing and mumble weird
thoughts.
On the other hand, I am not an

authority on art. I am one of
those people who know what he
likes, which isn't much.
So what do Chicago art authorities say?
Yes, they say, Rodman is a
genuine artwork.
Amada Cruz, Manilow curator
of exhibitions at the Museum of
Comtemporary Art, and a specialist in performance art, said:
"I am not a sports fan, but I am
completely fascinated by Dennis
Rodman becaue he is a performance artist. He is art. He uses
his body and his hair as a canvas,
the piercings and the tattoos and
the different hair colors.
"He has this anti-authoritarian
stance on the court-the way he
theatrically tests calls by the refs,
the way he poses on the covers of
magazines. He is pushing the
boundaries of what's acceptable.
Artists suggest alternatives to our
mundane existence and thinking
in new and different ways. He is
the only sports figure I know who
merges theatricality with incredible athletic ability."

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
,...opinions on our "Fonun" page,writing letters to the editor. We print
=on a variety of toplos, provided they comply with the following
litidehiter all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
:Wrest and telephone number included in case verification is necea-:.
4E7(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be type..
'swiftest and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not bt,
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times raaVeg the risl*?
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to Ihnit frequent what'
Letters should be addressed to Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledge'
-It Times, P.O. Box 1040, Mumty. KY 42071.

Tom Mapp, painting professor
at the University of Chicago and
director of studio programs: "He
is living art on two wheels. He's
a fascinating person. He should
take David Stern on a date.
"I think he changes some of
the formal expectations we have
of athletes and males. By doing
that transformation, he is art. It's
the same transformation when
artists do the same thing. Van
Gogh takes a wheat field and
makes it into strokes of paint to
make it his, but the transformation is that it's still a wheat field.
We recognize Rodman as a
basketball player, but he's a different basketball player. We're
fortunate to have him."
Wendy Woon, director of education at the Museum of Contemporary Art: "I happened to walk
out of a restaurant on Saturday
and Dennis was there with his
pink boa and hair.
"He is a great performance
artist, the fact that he mixes
sports and art. Those two worlds
never meet. He's a dynamic person who's clearly into visuals and
persona changes. He has this
'90's chameleon thing. It's like
supermodels:
they reinvent
themselves and become someone
else. Plus his androgyny. He's a
sports star wearing a boa and
makeup. This is great because it
breaks down myths about the
male athletes."
Several other art authorities
agreed, but space doesn't allow
me to print their responses.
When I mentioned their views
to Slats Grobnik, he said: "Yeah,
I can see that. Him and Van
Gogh, both wacky artists. But
didn't Van Gogh chop off one of
his ears?"
I believe so.
"Well I'd hate to think of what
Rodman might chop off. Whatever if is, he should wait till the
playoffs are over. But if he goofs
up and they lose, Bulls fans will
do it for him."

Ledg,erTimo

CALENDAR
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Ministerial group will meet
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday, May 15, at 8 a.m. in private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Cindy Ragsdale, director of social services at MCCH, will be the speaker. Breakfast will be provided. All
ministers of Murray and Calloway County are welcome to attend.
For information contact Mike Rumble, 762-1274.

MHS Athletic Boosters will meet
Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will have its annual
meeting tonight (Tuesday) at 9 p.m. at the school. This meeting will
be immediately following the annual Springs Sports banquet tonight.

Songfest on Wednesday

eChurch Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
its monthly songfest on Wednesday, May 15, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All interested persons are invited to attend to take
part in the event.

UDC Chapter to meet Wednesday
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday, May .15, at 1 p.m. in the home of Dorothy
Alice Fry. All members are urged to attend.

Hydrant flushing Wednesday
Dexter-Almo Water District will flush the fire hydrants on Wednesday, May 15, starting at 9 a.m. Patrons are asked to not wash
clothes as some discoloration may appear in the water.

Parents' Night Out Friday
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have Parents' Night
Out on Friday, May 17, from 6 to 10:30 p.m. Child care service will
be provided at no charge. For reservations call 436-5540, 753-5809
or 436-5383 and leave a message.

Friendship plans services
Friendship Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting starting
Thursday, May 16, and continuing through Saturday, May 18, with
services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. Speaker will be Mike Tanaro. The
public is invited.

Home Department to meet Thursday
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
May 16, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Dr. Ruth Cole will speak on
"Women in History." Hostesses will be Jackie Helm, Madelle
Talent, Margaret Sanders and Kay Hayes.

ACOA meeting on Thursday

and Mrs. Robert G. Chester

Anniversary reception
will be held Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Chester of Draffenville will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, May 19, 19'3
.
16. ,
_
A reception, hosted by Mrs. Ruth Chester, Mrs. Fran Chester and
Mrs. Glenda Newsome, will be held at their home. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The
family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mrs. Chester, the former Annie Suiter, is the daughter of the late
Burie Suiter and Paula Ray Suiter of Murray.
Mr. Chester, son of the late Coy Chester and Ethel Marine Chester
of the Brewers community, is a retired teacher of Marshall County.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Cherryl Mayer and husband, Norris,
La Porte, Texas, and one son, Bob Chester and wife, Fran, Mayfield.
Their two granddaughters are Melissa Crowl and Mindy Mayer, and
their twin grandsons are Tony Chester and Shawn Chester.

Chinese display at library

Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, May 16, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For more
information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Maness baby
born May 5

Kennel Club will meet Thursday
Ketnucky Lake Kennel Club will meet Thursday, May 16, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are
invited to attend. For information call Paul Tilsworth at 436-6076.

Rule reunion will be May 18
All members of the late Rufus Rule family are invited to a reunion
at the home of Mike and Jeanne Orr on Saturday, May 18, at 2 p.m.
Persons are asked to contact Marilyn at 489-2444 for picnic items
needed.

Asbury Cemetery plans cleanup
Asbury Cemetery Cleanup Day will be Saturday, May 18, at 7:30
a.m. All interested persons are asked to come to helop with repairing, resetting and cleaning the headstones and filling in many
graves. If possible bring a wheel barrow, shovel, garden rake, wire
brush, household scrub brush, sack lunch and beverages. For more
information call Cordis James at 489-2828.

Open house at Kentucky TECH
An open house to showcase a special project by the carpentry
program will be tonight (Tuesday) from 6 to 8 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Area Technology Center. This is the second year
the program has constructed a house funded through the Purchase
Area Development District for a family meeting certain income
requirements. The house is constructed at the school and will be
moved to a permanent site in the Kirksey community, according to
Steve Arant, carpentry teacher, and Sandra Parks, principal.

Tuesday, May 14
Carpentry program open house/6-8
p.m./Kentucky Technology Center.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m /Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star 7 30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/6:30 p.m /Weeks Centererce
1nfo1753-9395, 767-0342 or 489-2046.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support
Group/4 :30
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
TOPS Chapter, Kentucky #34 at 7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Library. Info/1-527-7098
Murray Lions Club/6.30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
AA—closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:15 p.m.; Yount Musicians I
rehearsal/5:30 p.m.; Lifestyles Contemporary Issues/6:30 p.m.; Louella
E3eddoe Group w/Carla Rexroat and
Weeknight Women's Bible Study/7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church UMW
Night Apart/7 p.m./Hale Chapel.
First Christian Church CWF Group
III/7:30 p.m. w/Judy Eldredge
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open/11
a.m.-10 pm.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m -4.30 p.m
Wednesday, May 15
Oaks Country Club ladies'
events/9 30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies'
events/9 30 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
How/10:30 a.m.
Songfest by Church Women
United/2:30 p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge
Reservations for Murray Christian
Women's Club Friday luncheon due
tonight/753-3999 or 753-2399.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/closed
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.

Gene and Dortha Bailey have an exhibit of their Chinese prints at Calloway County Public Library. The prints are part of a collection owned by
the Baileys, members of Murray-Calloway County Camera Club. The
photographs were taken in 1995 while they were participating in the
Murray State University Exchange Program with Yunnan Normal University, Kunming, China. While in China Mr. Bailey taught photography and
Mrs. Bailey taught English at Yunnan Normal University. The photographs will be on display through May 31 at the public library.

Michael Maness and Kristy
Elkins of 1711 Plainview, Murray, are the parents of a son,
Jacob (Jake) Austin Maness, born
on Sunday, May 5, 1996, at 1:14
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds four ounces and measured
21 inches. A sister is Elizabeth
Maness.
Grandparents are Ed and
Marion Elkins of Murray and
Butch and Kathy Maness of Rt.
I, Almo. A great-grandfather is
Frank Hargis of Murray. A greatgreat-grandmother is Mrs.
Frances Austin of Rt. 1, Almo.

Wednesday, May 15
Weaks Center/open 8 a m -4 p mifor
senior citizens' activities
Senior Golf League/8 30 a m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course
First Christian Church Board/6 p.m.;
Choir/7:30 pm
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6 30
p.m.; session/7 p m
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/9.30 a m Bible Study/10
a m.; Adult Handbell/6 p m . Chancel
Choir/7:30 pm
W•stside Baptist Church
cookouV6 30 p m
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p m
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p m
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p m
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m
New Life Christian Center service/7
p m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
pm
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer and
youth groups/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a m.; Step Aerobics/1 p.m •
Fellowship supper/5:30 p.m ; Library
open/6 15 p.m.; Young Musicians I
Choir musical and Youth Prime Time/
6.30 p.m.; Youth Council/7:30 p.m ,
Sanctuary Choir and Intercessory
Prayer/7.45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes7 p m
University Church of Christ Bible
Classesr7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m -4 p m
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
MSU/open 8.30 a.m.-4 15 p.m
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4 30 p.m

We are pleased to
announce that Jenny
Martin, bride-elect of
JeffEnglish, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Jenny and Jeff will
be married June 1,
1996.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

SUBSCRIBE

FORM A WATCH TEAM — KEEP MURRAY SAFE

Museum needs volunteers
The National Scouting Museum needs volunteers to work four to
16 hours per month. This is a great opportunity to meet people from
all over the country. For more information call Susan Martin at
762-3383.

The Gift of Gold
14KT Gold 18" Herringbone

We are pleased to
announce that Amy
Delano, bride-elect of
T.W. Franklin, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry:
Amy and T.W. will
be married May 25,
1996.

We are pleased to
announce that Valerie
Chapman, bride-elect
of Jeff Enoch, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Valerie and Jeff will
be married June 8,
1996.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

kitchen & home
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
408 S. 12th St. in Murray • 753-0545
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Lady Tigers end drought

Sports Editor

15 walks propel Murray
Nutt adds past Calloway in tourney

frosh TB;
Gottfried
gets testy
Houston Nutt knew he
couldn't replace Derrick Cullors
with just one talented athlete.
So, he's done the next best thing
and loaded up the roster with a
bevy of talented ballcarriers.
"We didn't get an older
back," said Nutt, "but we've got
a lot of names up there."
Joining the summer tailback
sweepstakes this week was Darrick Dickerson of Germantown
(Tenn.) High School.
"He's got the right first
name," joked a joyous Nutt on
Monday.
And the right last name.
Dickerson, a 5-foot-11,
190-pound speedster, rushed for
over 1,000 yards last season at
Germantown.
.. "Louisville recruited him as a
wide receiver and I see why,"
said Nutt, who had a video highlighting Dickerson playing in
the next room. "In high school,
they threw him the ball out of
the backfield and he'd go 70
(yards). He's an exciting kick
returner — he makes things happen. He dominated some
games."
Last fall, he visited SEC
schools such as Georgia, Mississippi State and Ole Miss. "His
coach told me not to waste my
time, he'd be signing with one
of those schools," explained
Nutt.
By January of last year, it
became apparent that Dickerson
wouldn't be eligible to play as a
freshman. Goodbye big boys.
But while Nutt was working
tailbacks Tim Scarborough,
Tony Turner and Steve Cheirs
through spring drills, and auditioning speedy Donald Hitson at
the position AND signing Arkansas State transfer Otis Steen,
Dickerson was passing his ACT.
Ten days ago, Dickerson's
father contacted Nutt and
announced to the Racer coach
that his son was back on the
market and interested in Murray
State.
"I thought it was a prank at
first," explained Nutt. "The guy
said, 'Coach, do you still want
Darrick Dickerson?"
Dickerson and his father visited the MSU campus last Friday and the player phoned Nutt
with his decision Sunday night.
"With Darrick and Otis Steen,
we've got two good, young
backs," Nutt beamed. "We're set
at tailback for the next few
years."

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
DRAFFENVILLE — Postseason play hasn't been anything
memorable for the Murray Lady
Tigers over the last several
seasons.
Year in and year out, the script
had remained the same: a loss in
the opening round of the district
tournament, and the season would
be over.
And with only two wins to
their credit heading into this
year's tournament, the prospects
for anything different happening
appeared doubtful.
But the Lady Tigers evidently
came ready to play in Monday's
Fourth District tournament opener against Calloway County. A
solid effort resulted in a 12-8 victory, ensuring the team's first
regional tournament berth in at
least five years and giving coach
David Can his first win against
Calloway in his four seasons as
coach.
"Our seniors didn't want to
stop playing," Carr said after his
team avenged two losses to Calloway this season, including a
15-9 loss just four days earlier.

"We didn't have a bad inning
defensively today like we had
had in the past."
With the victory, Murray (3-9)
moves into today's district
championship game against Marshall County, which blasted
Christian Fellowship 24-4 in
three innings Monday. Both
teams will also compete in next
week's regional tournament, with
the site yet to be determined. Calloway ended the season at 5-9.
Murray took advantage of 15
walks and a hit batter issued by
Calloway pitchers Sabrina Emerson and Jessica Norsworthy to
produce a five-run fifth inning
and a six-run sixth. Murray pitcher Lindsay Horner, meanwhile,
issued just four walks.
"That makes a big difference,"
Can said. "Lindsay did a masterful job and she did everything I
asked her to do, and that's let
them hit the ball because you can
defend a walk."
Calloway coach Tommy Greer
agreed that the bases on balls
were critical to his team's defeat.
"We gave up 15 walks and a
II See Page 7
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Keady to
speak at
Sixth Man
Dinner
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

MARK YOUNG/Ledgio a Tunes photo

Calloway shortstop Jessica Norsworthy hauls In a throw to second
base that was too late So catch lilarrly's Melissa Villaflor in Monday's
district tournament game at Marshall County. Norsworthy homered for
Calloway, but Murray won 12-8.

The Murray State Racer
Athletic Association will host
its Sixth Man Dinner on June
6 with special guest, Gene
Keady, this season's National
Coach of the Year, slated to be
the guest speaker.
Keady, the
head coach at
Pardue University, has led
the Boilermakers to -six--BigTen titles
including their
KEADY
third straight
this past season. He has also
guided Purdue to post-season
play in 15 of his 16 seasons
including 12 NCAA Tournament appearances.
"I am very excited that
someone of Coach Keady's
stature is willing to spend his
time helping our basketball
program," said Racer head
coach Mark Gottfried. "I hope
our fans are as excited about
his participation as I am. Our
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NBA PLAYOFFS
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Smith scores 35
to pace Atlanta
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Shaquille
O'Neal looked for a bright spot in a
dismal evening.
"Winning at home makes it sweeter," he said, looking ahead to Orlando's chance to wrap up the Eastern
Conference semifinals against Atlanta
with a victory Wednesday night.
Of course, if O'Neal could make a
free throw every now and then, the
series would have ended Monday night
and the Magic could be resting up for
the probable meeting with the Chicago
Bulls in the conference finals.
Instead, Orlando faces another game
with the pesky Hawks, who blew a
20-point halftime lead in Game 4, but

AP file photo

Atlanta's Stacey Augmon (left) scored
13 points while Nick Anderson (right)
had five for Orlando Monday.
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held on to win 104-99. After losing the
first three games, Atlanta managed to
avoid a sweep in large part because
O'Neal's old bugaboo — foul shooting
— reared up again at critical moments.
One after another, his shots clanked
off the rim, most with not even a glimmer of hope of touching the bottom of
the net. By the end of the night, he was
5-for-17, missing all seven in the second half when the game — and the
series — was there to be won by the
Magic.

Reescritic
point
Junio

"I've won more games than I've lost
at the line," said O'Neal, who isn't
going to win many with his 42 percent
free-throw shooting in the playoffs.
"Tonight was my fault. I don't make
excuses for my play."
Atlanta's Steve Smith, criticized for
not shooting enough in the series,
seemed eager to change that perception
in one night, setting a career playoff
high with 35 points.
"I happened to hit a couple, so I
kept shooting them and hit some
more," said Smith, who was 7-of-14
from 3-point range and 12-of-31 overall. "I got more open looks."
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GIANT DREAM: Ramon Okoli,
invited to a private workout
with the New York Giants last
weekend, apparently passed
muster. Nutt reported Monday
that the 6-4, 305-pound defensive tackle signed a one-year
free agent contract with the NFL
franchise.
Okoli, who transferred to
MSU two years ago from the
University of Arkansas, joins
Cullors as the only Racers who
will be in NFL camps next
summer.
RACER RIP-OFF: Nutt said the
current Stewart Stadium turf
wilt begin- ill &par-titre-on Tine
15 when workers begin ripping
it out to make room for a brand
new carpet.
WAITING GAME: Racer basketball coach Mark Gottfried hopes
to hear good news from his
recruiting class this week —
ACT and SAT test results are
revealed.
Of the seven high school
Ill See Page 7

NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Florida's Pendleton slams Cardinals
By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Terry Pendleton's bat delivered a message:
Don't make the Florida Marlins
mad.
After a confrontation between
Gary Sheffield and Andy Benes
ended in a standoff Monday,
Pendleton belted a grand slam
that rallied the Marlins to their
eighth straight win, a 5-2 victory
over the St. Louis Cardinals.
Benes had a 1-0 lead in the
sixth inning when he hit Sheffield
on the left arm with a pitch,
clearing both benches and resulting in the ejection of both
players.
No punches were thrown, but
an irate Sheffield had to be
restrained three times before he
left the field.
Reliever T.J. Mathews walked

Sheffield-Andy Benes brawl
highlights Marlins'5-2 win
next batter to load the bases.
Pendleton then hit his fourth
career grand slam and fourth
homer of the season, giving him
11 RBIs in the past three games.
"It felt good; I was already
fired up," Pendleton said. "The
fans were screaming at us, 'Show
them with the bats.' And they
were absolutely right. My adrenaline was going big-time."
The victory was the latest in a
series of dramatic wins for the
Marlins. Their winning streak,
the longest in the major leagues,
ties the club record set from July
27 to Aug. 8 last year.
the

After Greg Colbrunn singled
with two out in the sixth, a 2-2
pitch from Benes hit Sheffield.
He crumpled to the ground in
pain, then stood, picked up his
bat, slammed it to the ground and
started toward Benes.
Catcher Tom Pagnozzi
restrained Sheffield, who
clenched his fists and yelled at
Benes as both dugouts emptied.
Benes walked toward the plate
and shouted at Sheffield.
Home plate umpire Bob Davidson said Benes was ejected
because he "came off the mound
and antagonized Sheffield and

basically added to the melee."
"Pretty lame," Benes
responded. "When somebody
confronts you, I guess you have
to turn around and either go out
and have a picnic in center field
and everyone's booing you, or go
sit on the bench while the rest of
the guys fight."

TODAY
BASEBALL
• District tournament
Calloway field
Calloway vs CFS — 1 30
Murray vs. Marshall — 4
SOFTBALL
• District championship
Dratienville
Murray vs Marshall — 4
WEDNESDAY
TENNIS

Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa said Sheffield provoked
the ejection of Benes.

•Regional

"I don't have a problem with
the way Davidson handled it,"
La Russa said. "My problem is
with Sheffield. He puts a move
on like that and he's in the clubhouse laughing. 1 don't think he
should make a career pulling
stunts like that."
Said Sheffield of La Russa:
"Everyone is aware he's a beanball specialist."

BASEBALL

tournamon-t

Lone Oak
THURSDAY

II District championship
Today's winners — 4
TENNIS
• Regional tournament
TRACK

[

•r

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The pairings have been set for
the boys and girls regional tennis
tournaments at Lone Oak, beginning Wednesday. The tournament
concludes Saturday with matches
at the Lone Oak tennis complex,
Paducah Community College and
Bob Noble Park.
In boys competition, Murray's
Jeremy Hunt is seeded fourth in
the region. He begins play Thursday against Fort Campbell's
Miguel Aponte. Other local singles players are Rahul Tandon of
Murray and Andrew O'Rourke
and Matt Roberts of Calloway.
Tandon opens against Spencer
Kilijan of Christian County while
O'Rourke faces Mayfield's Steve
Gardner and Roberts takes on
Graves County's Michael Hart in
the first round.
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•Nutt, Gottfried...
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players Gottfried signed, only
two — Aaron Page and Michael
Turner — have passed their tests
and are eligible. Gottfried feels
strong about Aubrey Reese's
chances, while the rest are around
the rim and waiting to fall.
"We're keeping in touch with
all the guys," explained Gottfried
on Monday. "There's not much
you can do, except keep encouraging them.
"All these guys would've been
eligible last year, but not this
year," Gottfried said of the
NCAA's tougher standards.
"That's a problem all across the
country."
While four of the remaining
five must pass the test, Isaac
Spencer has already made his test
score. All that's left for the 6-7
Alabama Mr. Basketball is to
meet his core requirements.
"He told me he's doing well in
school this semester," reports
Gottfried.
Incoming freshmen will have
one more opportunity to take the
ACT or SAT in June.

l4
r-

'BALIA BOUND: Murray State
seems to be getting more out of
the state of Alabama than just
top-notch recruits.
Gottfried said Monday that the
Racers are tentatively scheduled
to meet Auburn next year in Birmingham, Ala., as part of a MSU
vs. Auburn, Alabama vs. Virginia
Commonwealth doubleheader.
Though no contracts have been
signed, Gottfried said the likely
date will be Dec. 21.
Goufriecl is continually talking
with LSU about a game next season in Baton Rouge, but a firm
date cannot be reached.

••••

by Robyn Myhill tied the game at
7-7. Two walks loaded the bases,
hit batter anti you can't win when and with two outs, a walk issued
you do that," he said. "I thought to Jeanne Maddox gave the Lady
we outhit Murray and we made Tigers .an 8-7 edge.
A walk issued to Robin Ragsthe defensive plays, but you can't
dale
pushed the score to 9-7, and
walk that many people. It's a disappointing loss, but they played a a single by Sara Williams
little harder than us sometimes." brought in both Erica Johnson
Calloway led 2-1 after four and Maddox to make. it 11-7.
innings but gave up eight conse- Ragsdale then raced home on a
cutive walks in the fifth, leading wild pitch to give the Lady
to five Murray runs that put the Tigers a 12-7 advantage.
"We let too many people get
Lady Tigers up 6-2.
Calloway eventually regained on base unearned," Greer said.
the lead with two runs in the fifth "Murray's got some pretty good
inning — including a solo inside- athletes on their team, and they
the-park home run by Norsworthy took advantage of the walks we
— and three more in the sixth on gave them."
a sacrifice fly by Norsworthy and
Calloway led off its hill(' of the
a two-run inside-the-park homer seventh with a pair of singles, but
by Deanna Futiell.
Murray second baseman Amberly
But facing their last at-bat of Vance turned a. momentum the season, Murray came out killing double play. An error on a
swinging in the seventh inning. grounder by Keela Easley allowCammie Blalock led off the ed Whitney Morris to score, but
inning with a triple, and a double Horner fielded a grounder by the

FROM PAGE 6

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

next batter and threw to first to
give Murray the win.
"The triple by Cammie Blalock
and the double play by Amberly
Vance were both huge for us,"
Can said. "Neither team is
blessed with pitching like some
of the other teams in the region
are, and when you're not, you've
got to play defense."
Calloway outhit M !Tay 13-5
but couldn't overcome e walks.
Morris and Futrell w re both
3-for-4 for the Lady Lakers while
Norswonhy went 2-for-3. Myhill
had a pair of doubles for the
Lady Tigers. Each team committed two errors. Norsworthy was
the losing pitcher.
"We had people on base in
every inning, but Murray is a
good defensive club," Greer said.
"They walked a few people, but
not in succession like we did.
That triple by Cammie Blalock
was big, and the double play in
the seventh sunk our boat."

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.

coiip)er WAREHOUSE TIRE
TIRES
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•Lady Tigers...

Meurer, taking on Nash Neely
and Patrick Gaw of Mayfield;
and Calloway's Ben Binford and
Brad Wilson, facing Fort Campbell's Brendan Roman and Dennis Menjivar.
In girls doubles, Calloway's
Kylie Johnson and Juli Yoo are
seeded second in the region. They
drew a bye in the first round and
will compete in the second round
Thursday. Murray's Leigh Haverstock and Kim Alexander, seeded
sixth, meet St. Mary's Bernadette
Stovesand and Sarah Wallace.
Other local doubles teams are:
Ann Taylor and Elizabeth Blackford of Calloway, opening against
Corinne Shelton and Megan Pickard of Graves County; and Morgan Blankenship and Kim Howard of Murray, squaring off
against Heath's Lindsey England
and Jaclyn Leper.

E
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400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

* * * **** * *******

Ashley

Ross

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St.

Your historical photos of Murray & Calloway County
to publish in our annual report on our communities.
This year's special report will be titled:

eflections" A Look At The Past, Present & Future

•Keady...

JACK NOT BACK: It appears as if
point guard Jack Owens will not
be back at Murray State next
year. Owens, who played sparingly as a freshman, will likely
transfer, said Gottfried.
Owens' departure makes
Reese's eligibility even more
entreat, as he is the only true
point guard on the Racers' roster.
Junior transfer Chad Townsend,

FROM PAGE 6
fans really need to get out and
buy their tickets for this
dinner."
The dinner will be held in
the Curris Center ballroom and
is slated to begin at 6:30 p.m.
Cost of the event is $50 per
plate which includes a membership in the MSU Sixth Man
Club.
Anyone interested in tickets
should contact the MSU
Basketball office at 762-6804.

I SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
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who sat out last season after
transferring from St. Edwards in
Austin, Texas, is expected to play
the point, though he's not a
natural point guard.

FROM PAGE 6
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In girls singles, Murray's Caroline Trawick is seeded fourth.
She opens play Wednesday
against Catrina Courtney of Reidland. Other local singles players
are: Mary Kay Howard of Murray, opening against Shannon
Thomas of Caldwell County; Kelley Travis of Calloway, opening
against Alisha Phillips of Marshall; and Whitney Price of Calloway, facing Graves County's
Casey Fisher.
In boys doubles, Murray's
Bryan Dennison and Mark Stockton are seeded seventh in the region. They meet Ballard Memorial's Curt Moss and Robert Dunn
in the first round Thursday.
Other local teams are: Ryan
Pickens and Rohit Tandon of
Murray, facing Reidland's Stephen Long and Ross Todd of
Reidland; Ty Fiebig and Bryan

q
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Pairings announced for
regional tennis tourney
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BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Tres CDT
East INtrIelea
W
L
21
14
N.. York
Baltimore
20 17
17 19
Toronto
12 23
Boston
12 27
Detroit
Central Diryielise
W
L
Cleveland
23 12
Chicago
20 17
Mhimultes
16 19
lAnneecits
16 19
Kansas City
16 23
West Divielea
W
L
Texas
25 13
Seattle
17
20
Caltomia
19 1$
Ookland
19 18
Mendey's Goose
Ildlesulie• S. Chicago 2
Texas 7, Kansas Chy 6
Radnor* 4, Oakland 3
Only garrets scheduled

Pct. GB
.600
.541
2
.472 4,4
343 9
306 11
Pct. 138
.657
541
4
457
.457 7
.410 9
Pct.
658
.541
.514
.514

GI
44
54

753-8355

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Dirlelen
W
Montreal
27 12
14
Atlanta
24
Philadelplua
16 IS
Florlda
19 21
Nee York
15 21
Central DleiMen
L
W
Chicago
18 20
16 111
Cincinnati
IS
21
Houston
RBI& rgh
16 22
St Louis
16 22
West Dirielea
L
W
San Diego
23 15
San Francisco
20 17
Los Angeles
18 21
15 21
Colorado
Menday's Games
Florida 5, St Lotie 2
Atlanta 9, Petsburgh
Chicago 6. Haddon 0
San Frandsco 2. Phledephis
Montreal 3, Los Angeles 2
San Diego 5 New York 2
Only games scheduled

HOTTEST MOVIES!

When President Harry Truman visited here in 1963 to endorse Lt. Governor Wilson Wyatt, he was chauffered
by Murray's own Wells Purdom, Jr., driving and Gene Landolt, front passenger.
Pct. GB
892 —
632 74
500 Th
475 8.4
417 10.4

Do you have a story or picture to share?

Pet GB
474 —
471 —
IV
'4
421
2
421
2

Please send them or bring them to the Murray Ledger & Times,
include your name, return address & phone number.

Pct. GB
605 —
541
Th
462 54
417 7

To Advertise In This Special Souvenir Edition
Call Our Advertising Department

753-1916

BEST SPORTS!

®
W
PRIMES;1
charge!
for a one-time installation

Advertising Deadlines:

Plenty to watch!

May 23
June.6

PRIMESTAR delivers over 90 great channels
starting at about a dollar a day.

June 20
July 11

Nothing to buy

&'4.1

You get everything you need - all equipment,
programming and maintenance - for a low monthly
fee.

t

Mary Ann Orr • Fran Faith • Lori Andrus • Sarah Dearworth • Dave Reeves

Or Maintain!
We take care of maintenance at no extra cost
to you
FREE Gift With Family Pack
Call Today...

Tucker TV
Mon -Fri 8-5, Sat 9-Noon
489-2670 • 1914 Coldwater Rd. • 753-2900

11111WM11080111P180.80.11148.49.
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Discovery team students held a spring beach party in the cafeteria at
Southwest Elementary School.
Students In Barbara Wildey's P-4 class at Murray Elementary display
their recycled Earth Day shirts they made under the direction of student
teacher Lisa Pearson.

Earth Day is Every Day! was the theme In the primary classes at Murray
Elementary as children learned about recycling, reducing and reusing.
The children are shown with one of the pine seedlings they helped
plant.

Students In Mrs. Contrl's and Mrs. Herndon's classes at Southwest
Elementary had a special visit from the Murray State University
women's golf team. Mrs. Contrl's student teacher, Rechelie Cadwell, is
a member of the team and Invited them to talk to the students about
their majors and future career choices.

Jamie Jameson taught these fourth graders In Sally Scott's East
Elementary class about Bluegrass music. He gave a demonstration with
his guitar and banjo.

Murray Head Start Director Judy Whitten shares a quiet moment with
Calloway County Preschool students, Adam Edmonson, left, and Christopher Baker after they have participated In a special arts project combining students from Cheryl Dunn and Joan Weber's classes.
a
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Mrs. Falwell's North Elementary class enjoyed a trip to Reck's Pumpkin
Patch. The highlight of the trip was the hay ride.

r
These students are trophy winners in the Pizza Hut Book-It program In
Janet Shepherd's primary class at Murray Elementary.

Mary Steely Instructs student Suzanne Rogers In a life skills' class at
Calloway County High School on proper skin care.
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Michelle Gaither, a student teacher in Mrs. Falwell's North Elementary
class, is demonstrating various characteristics that the children drew
on their ghosrs.
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Marilyn Dill's Murray Elementary class are enjoying eating
Kentucky foods such as cornbread, beans and fried okra as a culminating activity for the Kentucky theme.
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratie staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033)-

Local artist Phil Powell spoke to Mrs. Sally Scott's fourth grade East
Elementary class sharing slides of scenes that inspired some of his
paintings. Michelle Jarvis and Leslie Lynn look on as he explains one
of his paintings.

Used Books 'N' CD's

0

FREE
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it
Calloway County Preschool-Head Start students In Joan Weber's class
learn to appreciate healthy food choices by preparing and eating a
fresh garden salad after listening to the classic "Tale of Peter Rabbit"
by Beatrix Potter.
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Your child's education is very
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Inquire About Intermediate &
Advanced Crochet Lessons!

carry a large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and see the many different
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Deaths
Charles Lee Henson

Venturino Ferri

It

Charles Lee Henson, 45, Benton, died Saturday, May 11, 1996, at
11 p.m. at his home.
A greens keeper at the golf course at Kenlake State Park, he was a
member of Union Ridge United Methodist Church. Preceding him in
death was his mother, Mrs. Anna Mae Kelley Henson.
Survivors include one son, Chartes Lee Henson Jr., and his father
and stepmeother, Emerson and Edwardine Henson, all of Benton;
three sisters, Mrs. Edna Doom, Grand Rivers, Mrs. Patsy Greer, Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Betty Turner, Benton; two brothers; Billy Henson,
Murray, and Howard Henson, Benton; four stepsisters, Mrs. Martha
Henderson, Benton, Mrs. Wanda Butler and Mrs. Mary York, Murray,
and Mrs. Wilma Willoughby, Hardin; three stepbrothers, James Ross,
Murray, Jimmy Ross, Benton, and Junior Ross, Hardin.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate.
Burial will follow in Union Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Venturino Ferri, 90, Olive Street, Murray, died Monday. May 13,
1996, at 6:55 p.m. at his home.
Mr. Ferri was a member of the Catholic church and was a volunteer
at Calloway County Public Library. Since the family moved here several years ago, Mr. Ferri had walked daily to the public library and to
the YMCA.
Born Dec. 8, 1905, in the Adruzzi Region of Pascaria, Italy, he
came to America in 1921 when he started working delivering bread by
horse and wagon in Stubbenvilre, Ohio. He had been chief pastry chef
at Wheeling, W.Va., Pittsburgh, Pa., and New York, N.Y.
His wife, Mrs. Josephine Ferri, died in 1941.
Survivors include one son, Emil Ferri and wife, Joyce, Murray; one
nephew, Dailo Speziale, one sister and one brother, all of Chieti, Italy;
four stepgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Murray
Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Pete Hughes and the Rev. Jim Simmons
will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 9 a.m.
Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calloway County Public
Library or Murray-Calloway County Hospice Program.

On Thursday, May 16, Continue
Care Home Health, located at 1616
Highway 121 By-pass will sponsor
the Red Cross Blood Mobile. Donors,please take the time to come by
the Continue Care Home Health
offices between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Even though Calloway County
donated over 600 pints of blood last
year through the Red Cross Blood
Mobile,the Red Cross Blood Center
in Nashville returned more pints of
blood components to Murray-

Cord Skinner Fennell
Graveside services for Cord Skinner Fennell were today at 10 a.m.
at East End Cemetery, Cadiz. The Rev. Irvin Darnall officiated. Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz, was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Fennell, 90, Wharton Street, Cadiz, died Saturday, May 11,
1996, at 10:55 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
Born Nov. 20, 1905, at Golden Pond, he was the son of the late
George Franklin Fennell and Clara Griffin Fennell. Also preceding
him in death were three sisters, Lorene Eager, Mabel Fennell and
Arvia Noel, and four brothers, Carl, Ellis (Pete), Euliss Belton, and
Ted Fennell.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Gladys Wallace, Hopkinsville;
several nieces and nephews.

Officers will
be honored
this week

Miss Lucille Wilson
The funeral for Miss Lucille Wilson will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Bill Tate will officiate. Music will be by Billy Buchanan, soloist, and Mrs. Oneida White,
accompanist.
Pallbearers will be Stanley Wilson, Jimmy Wilson, Mark Wilson,
David Wilson, Billy Musser and Mac Coleman. Burial will follow in
New Concord Cemetery.
Miss Wilson, 87, New Concord, died Saturday, May 11, 1996, at
7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Dec. 3, 1908, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late W.R.(Russ) Wilson and Emma Meador Wilson. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Mary Malinda Wilson and Lillian
Estelle Montgomery, and one brother, Joe Mark Wilson.
Survivors include several cousins including Albert L. (Took) Wilson of Murray and Jim Wilson of New Concord, and several greatcousins.

Twelve Kentucky State Police
officers and 11 other individuals
will be recognized for acts of merit
and heroism and for lifesaving efforts during the agency's annual
awards ceremony this week at the
Capital Plaza Holiday Inn.
Justice Secretary E. Daniel
Cherry and Kentucky State Police
Commissioner Gary Rose will present the medals and citations. The
agency's Trooper of the Year will
also be announced.
The following is a list of award
categories and recipients for the
Mayfield Post:
•Tpr. Mike Turnbow, Mayfield
Post
.Tpr. Barry Meadows, Mayfield
Post
.Sgt. Keith Mick, Mayfield Post

Mrs. Nelda Elizabeth Cook
Funeral rites for Mrs. Nelda Elizabeth Cook were today at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev.
William E. Tate officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Al Kremer, Joseph Elliot, Ernest Byron Curd, Bill
Basham, Lenard Smith and Leon Poole, active; Carlos Smith, Dave
Basham, Dewey Mahlosky and Glen Smith, honorary. Burial was in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Cook, 74, New Concord, died Saturday, May 11, 1996', at
10:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born July 25, 1921, in Muhlenberg County, she was the daughter of
the late Leland Rickard and Annie Case-Rickard. One sister, Gladys
Poole, and one brother, Ora Lee Rickard, also preceded her in deathy.
Survivors include her husband, Curtice Cook; two sisters, Mrs. Opal
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Hospital
Calloway
County
(MCCH) than were collected. It is
important for Calloway County to
voluntarily donate their fair share in
advance of critical need. Blood
must come from our community, be
processed, and then returned to the
community through MCCH. It will
be too late to donate when a loved
one needs an emergency blood
transfusion. Don't miss the opportunity to save someone's life
through the gift of blood.
Donor requirements are: 17 years
of age, weigh at least 110 pounds,
not donated blood within the last 56
days and be in generally good
health.
Future Red Cross Blood Mobile
visits to Murray will be on Saturday,
May 25 at Walmart between 9 am.
and 3 p.m.

HiIIiard Lyons Is a market maker in this stock
UNC•price unchanged
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Murray, KY 42071
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HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED
A CONVERTIBLE?

513 S. 12th St.

5•52%*

753-4461

7534703
1. •

Stock Market Report

Holland Motor Sales

Annual Percentage Yield
Now, with $500 you can own your own Peoples First
Convertible CD. You get a great guaranteed yield and if
the interest rate offered on our 24-month CD goes up at
• any time prior to the maturity date, you have a one time
opportunity to CONVERT to that higher rate'. Just stop
by any Peoples First Office and talk to one of our
Customer Service Representatives.

1111 Peoples FirMember
Ballard

.

Calloway

.

Grave; .

livingston

.

Marshall

FDIC
McCracken

Call Toll Fret' 1-800-285-7362

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelixon

,11111111.10.011.4.--IP

Investments Since 1854.

Peoples First 24-Month
Convertible CD

*Auto
*Life 'Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

"3.4

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

'City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
'Horne Owner

\VAL-MART

•

5311-44-0.0
-134.1111-44.0
-5.11.01-00
$43.114-45.141
137.114-31-10

FINALLY, A CONVERTIBLE YOU CAN AFFORD!

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

We are pleased to announce
that Jennifer Dowdy, bride.
elect of John Gray, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Jennifer and John will be
married June 1, 1996.

Sows
US 1-2 275-391 lba
US 1-3 315.491 lba _
US 1-3 454-525 lb......
US 1.3 523 & up lbs.
US 2,3 314-04 lbs._
Beare 13134-32.55

Federal Stale Martel- News Serek* May 14, 104
Kentucky Purcbase Ares Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stallone Receipts: Act. 117 Est 30 &arrows &
Glas 1.11141-134 bitter Sows 115.2.5* Meier
$34.111-54.5/
US 1-3 231420 lbs.
.....
US 1-3 215-134
SS3.1111-54.14
US 3.4 zscria 10._
$44-14-41.0
US 1-2 210215 llaa

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Smith, Breman, and Mrs. Mary Seamon and husband, Kenneth, Mattoon, Ill.; two brothers, Herschel Rickard, Providence, and Aubrey
Rickard and wife, Inez, Sacramento; several nieces and nephews.
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Red Cross seeks donors
for Thursday blood drive

St.
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Murray State University recently honored eight employees with the Staff
Excellence Award for 1996. Winners pictured from left are: Phil Bryan, dean
of Admissions and Registrar; Jack Vaughn, University Beakstore director;
Robert Nolin, communications operator for the Department of Safety; Kristi
Jackson, undergraduate admissions clerk; Wanda Henry, Food Services
cashier; Marilyn Barrett, university Libraries; and Alien Wadkins, Facilities
Management electrician.

Graveside services for Mrs. Louise Morris were Monday at 1:49
p.m. at Palestine Cemetery. The Rev. Calvin Clark officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Morris, 82, Murray, died Saturday, May 11, 1996, at 2 a.m. at
Charleston Manor, Charleston, Mo.
Her husband, Buel Morris, died in 1974. One brother, Aubrey Williams, also preceded her in death. Born July 14, 1913, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Herman Williams and Sara
Elizabeth Billington Williams.
Survivors include a sister-in-law, Mrs. Lurline Billington,. Murray;
one niece, Sue Williams, El Toro, Calif.; one nephew, Eddy Williams,
Hillard, Ohio; several cousins.

Services for Jesse Vernon Buchanan were Friday at 10 a.m, in the
chapel of F.T. Blount Co. Funeral Home, Tampa, Fla. Dr. Charles
Lever and the Rev. Bruce Toms officiated.
Burial rites were Friday at 3 p.m. at Sarasota Memorial Gardens,
Sarasota, Fla. Military rites were conducted at the grave.
Mr. Buchanan, 71, Tampa, Fla., died Tuesday, May 7, 1996. He had
lived in the Tampa Bay area since 1992, moving there from Garden
City, Mich. A World War II Navy veteran, he had reitred ferom Burroughs Corp. in 1980.
Born at New Concord, Ky., he was the son of the late Roosevelt
Buchanan and Tena Ferguson Buchanan. His wife, Mrs. Ester Buchanan, died June 13, 1995. Also preceding him in death were two
brothers, James Berman Buchanan and Joe Earl Buchanan.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Joanne B. Heskett, Ms. Rita
J. Buchanan and Mrs. Brenda Hayes; three sons, Vernon G. Buchanan,
Darryl K. Buchanan and Edward K. Buchanan; one sister, Mrs. Mary
Frances Seay, Nashville, Tenn.; one brother, Billy Buchanan, New
Concord; 10 grandchildren.
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Mrs. Louise Morris

Jesse Vernon Buchanan
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310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
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'APY is accurate as of 5/14/96 The maximum interest rate is 6 35% with o6 45% APY and a accurate as of 5/14/96
A $5(X) minimum balance Is required to open the account and obtain the disclosed APY The Interest rate may be
converted to the interest rate offered by Peoples First on Its 24 month fixed rate CD at the time the request Is
recefved and upon conversion,the APY wTh change The interest rate may be converted only one time during the
term of the CD. A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal
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Celebrate National Nursing Home Week
Fern Terrace Lodge
offers independent
living to residents

West View residents
prepare for National
Nursing Home Week
The week of May 12th-18th is
known as National Nursing Home
Week,and observed through out the
country. Each year West View
strives to make this a special week
for residents and staff, to join
together and participate in special
activities.
Special events for the week include:
•May 14-7 a.m. Cake Walk; 10
a.m. Piano Music; 10 a.m. Coffee
and Donuts; 10:30 a.m. Bingo; 2
p.m. Memorial Mission Singers; 3
p.m. Cake Walk; 6:30 p.m. MSU
Students
•May 15-UK DAY Wear your
blue; 10 a.m. Bible Class; 11 a.m.
Basketball toss; 10:45 a.m.-12:30
p.m.-1:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m. Dunking
Booth will be set up with staff. The
money raised from this booth will
go to the Resident Council fund.; 4
p.m. Chuck Hammon, a one man
band.
•May 16-9 a.m: Mending Ladies;
10 a.m. Bingo; 11 a.m. Cake Walk;
10:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m.-1:30 .p.m.-

3:30 p.m. Dunking booth will be set
up for staff.; 2 p.m.-Bingo; 3 p.m.
Water Frisbee.
•May 17-7 a.m. Bingo; 11 am.
Devotion with Rev. Todd Buck; 2
p.m. Talent Show; Slide Presentation during the Talent Show. Winners of the Scavenger Hunt will be
announced today.
•May 18-10:30 a.m. Scott's
Grove Baptist Church
We will have popcorn and cotton
candy all week. The staff will be in
casual dress all week. T-shirts will
be given away.
We would like to say a big
THANK YOU to Captain D's, Taco
Bell, Taco John's, The Big Apple
and Cheri Theater for donations this
week.
Families of residents are always
welcome to come and participate in
activities provided.
If you or your group would like to
volunteer at West View, please give
us a call.

We Commend
All Of You For
Your Hard Work
And Dedication.
Medication Supplier For Fern Terrace Lodge

National Nursing Horne Week has been recognized In Murray and Calloway
County with the signing of a proclaination designating May 12-18 as Nursing
Home week locally. Pictured left to right we: RN Supervisor Beverly Dick 01
West View Nursing Home, West View activity director Sarah McClure, JudgeExecutive J.D. Williams and Valerie Morris, activity director of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital's long term care unit

MCCH plans special activities
to celebrate Nursing Home Week
In celebration of National Nursing Home Week, May 12-18, special activities are planned at Murray-Calloway County Hospital honoring the residents of the Hugh
Houston Long Term Care (LTC)
Unit. Activities throughout the
week, coordinated by Social
Worker and Activity Director Valerie Morris, will be:
May 12: 10 a.m.-Sunday School
with Mrs. & Mrs. George Gray.
1:30 p.m.-Mother's Day
Tea: flowers, cake and tea.
May 13: 10:30 am.-Flower/tomato planting on The Terrace with
Child Care Center children.
1 p.m.-Bingo at the local
Senior Citizens Center.
May 14: 10 am.-Exercise; 10:30
a.m.-Bible study with Mydelle
Rickman; 1 p.m.-Men's day out/
fishing trip.
May 15: 10:30 am.-Church
service with communion led by
Father Andre Trevathan

CARING FOR
GENERATIONS

May 16: 10 a.m.-Exercise; 10:30
a.m.-Country ham and biscuit
brucnk; 1:30 p.m.-Group outing for
residents and families to the National Scouting Museum.
May 17: 10:30 a.m.-Gather at
The Terrace for an 11 a.m. start to
the Annual LTC Family Picnic;
Noon-Balloon release.
The coompassionate care and
hard work done by the LTC nursing
staff are noticed by the state in the
annual inspection and relicensure
visits. The hospital's LTC is consistently named a superior facility by
the state. Quality supportive care is
also available. Areas involved with
individual care plans with residents
and their families are Nutrition,
Physical Therapy, Pharmacy, Social Services, Speech Language
Pathology, Activities and others.
Residents participate in many
annual events like attending freedom Fest; MSU Homecoming and
Murray Christmas parades; an Easter Egg Hunt and Halloween party
for the MCCH Child Care Center
children; Christmas potluck and
open house and the family picnic
and balloon release. Residents also
have an opportunity to determine
activities during the year and air any
concerns they may have during
resident council meetings.
During National Nursing Home
Week, all area citizens are encouraged to visit, participate, or volunteer their time to help residents with
daily activities. If you or someone
you know would be interested in
volunteering at MCCH's Long Term
Care, contact Ethelyn Loberger al
(502) 762-1276.

At one time, there was no more a
difficult choice than that of placing
a loved one or family member
outside the home. But now,that has
changed.
Fern Terrace Lodge in Murray
provides a caring environment for
independent living.
Fern Terrace strives to provide a
totally safe, secure and healthy way
of life for those who choose independent residential living. Supervision is available on a 24-hour basis.
Medications are administered at
scheduled intervals and under close
scrutiny. Local physicians are always on call to handle medical
necessities. Personal amenities such
as laundry facilities, hairstyling and
barber services are offered. Fern
Terrace is an excellent choice for
those individuals who need personal care and assistance with daily
living. In an attractive, comfortable
setting, the residents can enjoy the
close friendship of others and a
pleasant, positive living experience
in a very economical way. Wellbalances meals, planned social activities and spacious living arrangements all come together to enhance
a way of life which can be beneficial
to all concerned.
Lodge administration assure all
guests and their devoted families
that at Fern Terrace Lodge, the
personal well-being ofeach resident
is their highest priority. They believe every person deserves the best
of life and do everything they can to
help them attain it.
Excitement abounds this year as
our beautiful Fern Terrace Park
Project nears completion. Special
thanks go to Jerry Kalberer and
Gary Vereycken for their dedication
and expertise. Our park includes a
"babbling brook," bridge, bicycle
and walking track,flowers,animals,
barns and fishing pond. The following articles from our, newsletters
reflect the enjoyment our residents
have esperienced with each new
addition.
FLOCKING TOGETHER
Welcome! I think. Two new
arrivals have swooped from far
distances and descended upon the
Fern Terrace pond. Two snowwhite swans, aptly named Tom and
Jerry by the quick wit of Mary Lou
Erwin, graced the circular pond
with their stately presence. Tom and
Jerry arrived on a frigid December
fifth, enhancing the excitement of
the Christmas holiday season.
Needless to say, the male and
female swans were reluctantly welcomed by the close-knit family of
eight ducks, who kept their dis-

tance. But, who knows? Maybe they
all will unite in a spirit of friendship,
even if by instinct, while we
strengthen our friendships at Fern
Terrace by chuckling at the comical
antics of eight colorful ducks and
pondering the peaceful elegance of
two snow-white swans.
THE MYSTERIOUS GUEST
Ple-ase meet Rhonda, the frog...Who? Well, you see, after the
walking trail was blazed and the
elegantly arched bridge was constructed, the deep-toned croaking of
a frog echoed from the woods just
under the bridge. The search was on
to find the mysterious guest stirring
up such a fuss. The boisterous frog
was joined by another frog, and
their croaking blended as if in deep
conversation, but neither could be
found, so well hidden were they
amongst the rocks. It seemed fitting
to name the louder of the two frogs
Rhonda, concluding it to be a
female because her robust, commanding croak resembled the resounding, commanding but loving
voice we've all come to recognize as
Rhonda Brown, the Certified Medical Assistant who works the day
shift and who is the cousin of Glada
Dodd, our Administrtor. With the
imminent dawning of spring and the
upcoming drone of summer,
another guest will have settled in at
the Lodge's creek bed, and we will
lay in our beds in the twilight hours
of the day's end, perhaps with
windows raised, and listen to the
sounds of gentle breezes rustling
through newly dressed trees, of
water tripping over jagged rocks
and Rhonda, the frog, bidding us a
restful night. And the sound of
another familiar voice will dance in
our heads, that of Rhonda Brown,
our dearest friend. Sweet dreams.
THE LAMBING SEASON
We have experienced firsthand
what our Jewish ancestors experienced and what the shepherds in the Middle East experience today, the
lambing season. Since March is the
traditional month of the lambing
season, one of our ewes (a mature
female sheep) gave birth to twin
lambs on March 1, and on March 3,
she gave birth to a third lamb named
Snowflake. The black lamb was
named Skipper while the blackand-white lamb was named Frisky.
At press time of our April issue, the
lambs were just over a month old.
So, c'mon out to the barnyard and
gaze on the lovliness of newborn
lambs frolicking in the freshness of
discover
you'll
spring, and
yourselves wanting to dance and
sing to the music of nature's rebirth.

MURRAY
CALLOVVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 762-1100

Residents can enjoy the beautiful outdoor surroundings everyday at Fern Terrace Lodge,

WestView
NURSING

in celebration of National Nursing Home Week,we would
like to thank the dedicated and caring staffofour personal
care home.

HOME

1401 S. 16th ST. • PO. BOX 1909
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071-4209

Tamra Lassiter, C.M.A.
Ann Higgins, C.M.A
Leona Bess, C.M.A.
Rhonda Brown, C.M.A.
Bobbie Higgins, C.M.A.
Bridget Straw, C.M.A.
Karen Glover, M.A.
Carylon McClure, C.M.A.
Cindy O'Neill, M.A.
Jennifer Keating, C.M.A.
Ella Dunnaway, Dietary

NMI 502 • 7 5 3.1 304 111•111i

During National Nursing Home Week
We Salute The Employees
Of These TerT-vo Facilities
For Their Outstanding Service
To The Community
Throughout The Year!

Reba Parrish, Dietary
Janice Duncan, Dietary Supervisor
Sharon Thorn, Housekeeper
Linda Prescott, Housekeeper
Marie Glover, Housekeeper
June Roach, Dietary/N.A.
Wanda Bogard, C.M.A.
Marcia Henson, N.A.
Milton Fountain, Maintenance
Gary Vereycken, Maintenance
Lou Jean Pierce, Activity Director
These wonderful people are the reason we can
continue to provide the high quality care for which
we are known. They give daily of their friendship
and love. We are proud to be associated with them.
On behalf of our residents and myself — our
heartfelt thanks.

1505 Stadium View Drive
753-7109

NATIONAL NURSING HOME WEEK MAY 12-18
AMY

-APE.

AO*

Glada Dodd, Administrator
Jerry Kalberer, Asst. Ad.
Fern Terrace Lodge
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Special Of The Week

Full-Size
Mattress
Set

'138
PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981

050

Wanted

MISSING from Audubon
Dr Yellow Lab mix, approx
3mos old Child's pet. If you
see him please call
767-2243 days---W-P,
75 3- 2 76 7 nights &
weekends

LOCAL Murray Restaurant
has manager opening
Must be able to work days,
nights & weekends Prior
fast food management preferred Send resume to
Restaurant Manager, 137
Gibbs Store, Murray, Ky
42071

060
Help
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
for a caring RN for Hospice
position in 6 county area
including Pare, Martin, Union City areas. Experience
preferred Excellent benefits, competitive salary, re
warding field. E.O.E. Resumes to: Pam Taylor,
P.O.Box 9, Sardis, Tn
38371.

‘,1.)

Court Square klurrry • 153.1713

HENRY Farmers Co-op is
this areas largest Factory
Direct Troybilt Dealer
stocking all models of Troybilt products. Including
Mulching mowers,. lawn &
garden tractors, chipper
shredders and the FN8f popular Troybilt tiller. All at
sale prices through May.
1211 West Wood St, Paris,
Tn 901-642-1385. Easy
pay financing available.

759-TAXI
(8294) $1.00 per mile
$2.00 minimum

BABYSITTER for 9mo old,
day shift Must be experienced and caring. Ph
759-5021.
SMALL engine mechanic.
Experience preferred.
Send resume: P.O.Box
1415, Murray, KY 42071.
BOOKKEEPER needed for
growing company Background experience in accounting and computers required. Permanent position. 20-40hrs per week
Non-smoker. Pay commensurate with experience
and attitude. Serious inquiries only. Send resume to:
P.O.Box 1040 A, Murray,
Ky 42071.

CAPTAIN D's now accepting applications for Assistant Manager, Relief Manager, cook & counter positions. Full or part time,
HOUSE of Clothes, now excellent benefits, meal
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 plan, bonuses, vacation &
to 5 Nice consignment clo- scholarship available
thing $1.00 Buys mons, Apply in person, 700 N
women, children jeans, 12th, Murray.
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from EQUIPMENT operator:
Murray on Hwy 464. Call E3ackhoe and septic experience preferred. CDL re489-2243 or 753-6981.
quired. Send qualifications
SUPER Sale- Kids, Kids, to P.O.Box 1040 A, Murray.
Kids $4.50 & under- $1.00.
$475 & over- 'A price. FIRE SAFETY ADVI
Maternity, baby equip, wo- SORS. $2150 per month.
mens jeans/ shirts Company will train. Call
$3 00/pr Across from Mon-Thurs, 9am-lpm only.
Super America. Closed 615-399-8269.
Mon. 759-4577.
FULL time position, Ckiik
Lube Plus, 507 S 12th St.
Opportunity to join our Ouik
Lube team. Neat, reliable
1996 MEDICARE
applicants only. No phone
INFORMATION
calls please.
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
HOME TYPISTS, PC users
standarized in 10
needed. $45,000 income
plans and we write
potential.
Call
all 10.
1-800-513-4343 Ext. BThe part A deductible
8155.
you, or your
insurance,
HOMEWORKERS urgently
must pay has been
needed. Earn weekly payincreased to $736 in
checks from the comfort of
1996.
your home. Free details.
For more information
Rush LSASE to, American
call:
Media Associates, Dept
MCCONNELL
AA, 381 E Oak Dr, BuchaINSURANCE
nan, Tn. 38222.

AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-8004455-4199
34th we of service

JOB opening for OTR
Driver. Reefer experience,
CDL, w/2yrs experience &
clean
MVR. Call
502-759-4009.

r-Classifieds
I_Office Open

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

IMMACULATE Cleaning
Thorough and reliable
Home and Office cleaning
759-2310

WILL babysit in my home
Days or nights Reasonable Daily or weekly rates
Call 753-4538
WILL do house apt, office
cleaning Call 474 2131
100

NOW accepting applications for full time checkers.
Apply in person, D & T
Foods 623 S 4th St,
Murray.
NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed, all shifts. Prefer
experienced mature individual, but will train. Must be
able to work any shift.
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions
Apply in person, no phone
calls please. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.
PRESSER, experience
preferred, but not necessary, we will train. Apply in
person at the Clothes Doctor, 521 S 12th. Ask for
Chris or Laura.

ANTIQUES by tie piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night

HUMMINGBIRD LCR
Graph isli4 ID. Temperature guage, excellent oonattn. Needs transducer.
Cal 753-7823 alter 5.

LARGE selection of used
homes. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E,
Pais, Tn. 1-800-642-4891.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANTED: Used riding
mowers that need work.
436-2867.

RECEPTIONIST/
ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE:
Experienced only, for growing Research office. Need
excellent phone skills;
Knowledge of WordPerfect
& computer proficiency a
must. Ability to do multiple
tasks & willing to grow with
us. Mail Of drop resume to:
Four Rivers Clinical Research, 100 N 6th, Murray.
SONIC of Murray now hiring crew members for all
positions. Apply in person
at Sonic after 2pm. No
phone calls please.

150
Articles
For Solo

160

Home
Antolini/I
17,500 BTU Airtemp air
conditioner, $325 Call 2PC Living room suite in
TRAIN- 753-8700 after 5pm
real good condition. $125.
ING Training Training'
489-2393.
Success in real estate 1994 LX 188 John Deere
sales requires proper train- riding mower,$3500 Set of 4 PIECE bedr
ftN
ing and management sup- bunk beds, $175. Stereo size
port. We guarantee it! cabinet,$85 3PC bedroom dr
table,
$
Learn more about how you set, $150. 489-2296
8615.
can make it to the top at our 60 AMP temporary service
COUCH, chair, ottoman, 2
next Century 21 career pole, $95. 753-8061
end tables. 7E3-7202 after
session-- no experience required, just ambition! Call 801 FORD tractor, live 6Pm
now for a reserved seat. power. 2 Wheel trailer. SOFA & loveseat in tones
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Long wide topper. of beige & blue, with oval
Realtors. 753-1492. Ask for 492-8360.
coffee table, $250. Dark
Catherine.
8HP Briggs & Stratton nd- oak Ix suite consisbng of
rt triple dresser with double
tel chest, queen120
SOLD
re mirrors,
size bed, mattress, springs.
1
Call 753-5755
Computer*
BEVELED mirror Antique
mantel, $450. Bottled water
165
ANNOUNCING! POWER
FUL NEW COMPUTERS cooler, $100. Twin box
Antique*
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY springs w/bed rail, $50.
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RE- Trash compactor, $150. ANTIQUE kitchen cabinet
SEARCH 1304E CHEST- Days 759-9831, nights Excellent condition,
$425.
759-5466.
NUT STREET, 753-7001
Call 753-3513 between
•m & 8pm.
FREE 90 DAY 10016 MO180
NEY BACK GUARANTEE HOTPOINT 16.3ft chest
ON YOUR NEW LOC- freezer, $125. Queensize
Sewing
ALLY BUILT CUSTOM waterbed w/drawers, Sealy
*Ischia**
COMPUTER. FOR FREE Aquapedic baffled matDETAILS CALL HAWK- tress, $150. Washer & SINGER sewing machine,
INS RESEARCH AT dryer, $75. Moving must Free Arm style w/cabinet &
sewing chair. 753-2242 af753-7001
sell. 489-2077.
ter 3 or leave message.

Fans
Equipment

LAKE
STUDIO
•

RED Belly Ford, been over
hauled with 6hrs running
time New box blade, new
rake, lyr old bush hogger,
$4200 firm. 502-436-5261.

,
Pot-traits • \Lit," • Franic,

200
Sports
Equipment

• (502)474-2308
•
•

By Appointment

•

Highway 94 East & 1346

GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
436-5650
HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shotpups, Quality Leather Holsters, AMMO6 & Access.
BHB Firearms. 436-2980.

f•

SKI MACHINE. CaN after 6,
759-9839.

llOCEWERING
CARPET &Fi
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

Firewood

Jim Knight Sales & Installation TO,, Ta0cr Rd
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Krihrs
Hwy. 641 - 1 1/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards

753-7728

A-FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.

Murray

a

Monday thru Saturday

901-247
-1111151

Food Mart 7:00-7:00
groceries, cold drinks, sandwiches, etc.
Pizza•;11:00-2:00, 4:00-7:00
eat in or take out
Enjoy the "Jubilee Thanksgiving Feast"
pizza, but, be sure and bring your friends.

240
illsoslansous

Also. automobile mechanic availed's! earns location, Mon

CERTIFIED childcare,
Mother of two. Mon-Fri,
6 30am-5.30pm. Excellent
references. North Elementary School area
753-2860. $55/wkly. Currently 3 openings

753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553

•""
l••
•
•
•1,•

'5 ROOMS of used carpet.
Some almost new,$150 for
all. Draperies, table lamps,
living room suite, bedspread. Call 753-2237.

2474259

270

/ ALPINE.
•lockrodP•qatt

r miesdio
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Mobile
Homes for Sala
16x80, 3BR, 2 bath, vinyl
siding, shingled roof. AN
new appliances, custom
built with extras. Front
porch and deck. Must see.
759-9600.

Contiar

753-0113

1983 14x70 COMMADORE, 3br, 2 bath. Very

good condition. Noe negob. 753-0652.

111=MIN
=NMENIMS1111alatal•
Ma WM MI=I
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.... PSYCHIC READINGS ..,
....
-*
...
-

1987 BUCCANEER,
14x70, 2br, 2 bath, central
h/a Ready to move into
753-9866.

by Mrs. Anne
*
ion
mei Tells Past,
Present and Future mum
EN Advice On All Affairs Of Life. sms
mu Palm 8, Tara
nim
t Card Reading Also Available..

1989 14x52 KENTUCKIAN, washer & dryer, central at, 10x12 shed. Located in Riviera Crt,
$10,500 obo. 753-7323.

gm

1994 2BR Trailer on double
lot. Central beet. sir, Aping,
stove, fully carpeted. A
steal at $22,500. Call
753-7929

.
1 1 1 .1 *
m *

211R, appliances furnished,
low utilities, attached garage. Rent/ Deposit, $375.
711 Payne St 759-4696

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
ACRE mobile home
space for rent, north of
Murray. 759-9187 after
5pm. Pager 742-4435
anytime.
MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo, water furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
300
Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509
641 STORAGE available,
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25.
Visa & Mastercard accepted. 753-5585.
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square, Rent $95. Includes
utilities. 753-1266.
LARGE storage facility with
good commercial location
Coleman RE. 753-0898.
MARSHALL CO. Mni Storage. New units now available, $35-$55. 527-0404.
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536.

Houses
For Real

HILLDALE Apts now taking
2BR, appl, w/c1 hookup No
applications for 1,2, & 3br
pets. References Leath,
apts. Handicap accessible.
deposit & yard mainteApply at Hadar. Apts office
nance required. Avail.
Monday-Friday. 7:30-3:30.
6-1-06. Corner of Snow Rd/
Equal Housing OpportunHwy 121 at Coldwater,
ity. 437-4113. TDD
$325. 489-2440.
1-800-545-1833 X287.
2BR, Waterview, PanorKENTUCKY Lake, Lake- ama Shores
All new apland Meaty Village, lbr
pliances, basement cenapartment, utilities in- tral heat & air, yard
maintecluded, rent based on in- nance. Lease,references &
come. 62 & older, or handi- deposit required, $450
cap & disabled. Equal month. Available June 15.
Housing Opportunity. Cal 753-7219, 753-1845.
502-354-8888.
38R brick near University.
LOOKING to share duplex. No pets, year lease,
depoCountry setting/private. sit, $425/mo. 759-4826.
$180 deposit, $180
monthly rent, $70 electric. 3BR plus study, 1704
Amenities, satellite, Ridgewood. Appliances inwasher & dryer, dis- cluding dishwasher. Nice
hwasher, deck. Completely neighborhood $520/mo,
furnished, exception of ex- lease, deposit, no pets
tra bedroom. Leave mes- Available late May
753-8734.
sage, 753-8607.

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
Register

OFFICE or retail 917 Coldwater Rd Lease, deposit,
and references required.
$275/mo. Yard maintenance is required.
753-6069, leave message
if no answer.

AMP

Kindergarten-Gr. 8
753-3289 • 753-6487
lite Nig Slat Ca$11 Want*it Tadao

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621.

Help Wanted

320

Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help.
If you are energetic, enthusiastic and like
people, we would like to meet you.

Apartments
Far Rat

ir

All positions available

Apply in person at the Murray, Kentucky
Fried Chicken Restaurant, E0E/M/F.

113R. 753-0472.

KFC

Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more eamings than traditional 8 hour work schedules. Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3days off every other weekend. The starting
pay rate is $6.20 and tops oft at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact.

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V

Or 6 arZlit

Sunset Boulevard Music.,

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

285

340

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

-I

GRAND OPENING, MAY 18 &
p.m.
• GOSPEL SINGING, 3-5
-fl. S-5.

Dixieland

2 BR brick, patio, shade
trees. No pets, $345/mo.
753-6931.

SOUND System- Peavy
XR600 Head, Z Elect°
Voice speakers, 4 Electro
Voice BK-1 microphones,
$600. Call 901-644-7587.

Cornor of 140E 8, 641 N.. Puryear

rat.

1BR Apt with paid utilities, MUR-CAL Apartments now
fully furnished No pea. aocepOng applications for
Lease & deposit required. 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Near downtown. Available Phone 769-4984 Equal
May 15, $300/mo. Housing Opportunity
436-2755.
MURRAY Manor Apart1BR, duplex edges heat ments now accepting impliFient/ deposit, $275. 412 N cations for 1-2br apart5111 St. 750-4696.
ments. Apply in person
18R, extra large apt, ap- 1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr.
pliances funished. Near
Campus, 1628 killer St NOW taking applications
Rent/ Deposit, $300. for Section Blow rent hous759-4696.
ing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
1BR Furnished apt,
Broad St Extended, be$200/mo, plus deposit No
tween 8am- 12noon No
pets. 121 N next to Fairphone calls please. Equal
grounds. 753-3139.
Housing Opportunity
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753.4109.

Guild bass guitar, $225.
759-9932 after 6pm.

r-nnEGIFIRGAW1

‘C in. Ili

2 OR 38R, gas or electric,
central h/a. Edge of city
limits. 753-5209.

Apartments
For Rent

*Wad

NOW OPEN!

Ca/ For apPointment

2BR,$275/mo. Water furnished. No pets. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.

1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.

220
Hazel, KY

Mobilo
Home* For Rent

1,2,380 apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
pets.
75 3- 1 25 2
days,753-0606 Etter 5pm.

210

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK

THE United States Department of Agriculture will be
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fire and
Dark Air-Cured tobacco
crops in the field. Applications may be secured at the
FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road South. Applicants
must be 18yrs of age or
17yrs of age if a high school
graduate. EEO.

A-1 HOUSE cleaning Experienced, dependable.
Satisfaction guaranteed
April or Julie Lamb.
436-2102 or 436-5950.

LIKE new Whirlpool stacker* washer/dryer. Excellent condition, apartment
sized, $450. 759-2310.

120

Apartments
For Rent

REMODELED or use for
SEE us for your barn or roof storage. Buy at your price
metal. Cut to length. 753-5209.
Cover's 36 inches, many
SAVE! SAVE! SALE! Cuscolors. Economy Metal &
tom order or buy your new
Supply Co. 489-2722.
home from our hugh inventory! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E,
Paris, Tn. 1-800-642-4891.

190

PRODUCTION PERSONNEL Day shift. Benefits
after probation. Apply in
person at Mid America
Homes, Inc, 641 By-pass,
Benton, KY 42025.
502-527-5006. Mid
America is an equal opportunity employer.

WORK SMART NOT
HARD. Looking for 5 hungry, money motivated individuals to work with progressive company. Rapid
advancement to top positions through full training.
Call 502-527-2832. Serious inquiries only. No
phone interviews.

Mobile
NOON For $ok

LOCAL franchise opportunity, Baskins Robbins, in
Murray
Call
502-247- 2096

MYERS Lumber Co, 500 S
4th St is now taking applications for sales personnel.
Retail sales experience a
plus, knowledge of hardware & building materials
helpful. Apply in person

320

Articese
cots-

Business
Opportunity

MURRAY Christian
Academy seeking certified
teachers, grades K-71h,
and part time AdministraCall 759-1555 or
tor.
759-1321 for application.

270

Want
To euy

ANTIQUES: Entire estates
WILL babysn in my home, or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
Mon-Fn, 10yrs experience 492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings.
759-1810

LOOKING for gentle, dedicated, dependable individual to work at the Humane
Society/Animal Shelter.
This person should be
skilled in dealing with the
public & also understand
animal overpopulation
issues. Senior citizens we
encouraged to apply
Handyman capabilities a
plus. Salary commensurate
with experience Come to
the Animal Shelter in Murray, weekdays after 1pm

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS.
Now hiring, Game Wardens, Security, Maintenance, Park Rangers etc.
No exp. necessary For application and info.
1-800-299-2470 ext KY
111C. lam-8pm 7days.

I

150
Domed,
Chlielsare

And Found

FORGOTTEN Thyme.
Her, Everlashngs & bedding plants Opens May
9th, Thur-Sat, 9-5, 2m1s
down Murray-Paris Rd ATHLETIC ATTITUDE In753-2171 Free plant ternational Marketing Co
seeking energetic goal
w/$800 purchase
oriented, team players. Full
to part time. Get paid what
NOW AVAILABLE
you are worth. For appointment call Jesse,
502-527-5292. Serious inquiries only. No phone
interviews.

liZEIN:=E=
WARD
ELKINS

6170

MasterCard

N.
767-0508 * .1.
...
208 S 12th • Murray
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SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 343 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday arid Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:

Murray Employmant Agancy
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/FiCIN
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

4.10

4EIR house, redecorated, 2
bath, new appliances, wid
hookup. in county, $565
Now evailabie Deposit re
quired. No pets. 753-4937
or 436-2741 nights

10 COMMERCIAL lots for
sale Sizes from 061 to
1.05 acres 7 Acres road
front located on Hwy 94E
Call 759-4851 or 753-3734
from Sam-5pm

ROOMMATE wanted to
share 3br house w/2 males
WAD, dishwasher, and fireplace Located right next to
campus Short & long term
leases avail $170/$50 dap
Available June 1st Cal
Paul at 753-5124 and leave
message

2 LOTS with 24'x30' garage, & electric servioe, located in Preston Heights,
500 feet from aty limits All
underground aty utilities
$24,930 753-2339

GREAT location Newly decorated. 3br, 2 bath brick.
fireplace in den. Located in
Oaks Estate on large
wooded lot. Professionally
landscaped Walk to golf
course, $106,000. Ph
753-1468

For Rent
Limo

Of

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
370
livestock
II Supplies
BULLS AND HEIFERSPerformance tested. Simmental and Maine-Anjou
Crossbred service age
bulls and heifers. Only top
performance animals offered for sale All animals
health tested and guaranteed. Smith Broadbent
Farms, Day 502-235-5182,
Night 502-235-5170.

it

Pets
504)P1W4

Campers

HAZEL- newly decorated
2br, 1'4 bath, appliances,
garage 492-8526
HOUSE for sale by owner.
Brewers-Harvey area, 6
miles west of Benton. 1
Bath, new central unit,
large deck, 2 outbuildings,
$54,900 Will sell with
acreage or without. Call
after 600, 502-527-7890

NICE lot- 150'x220'. Residential neighborhood, 24
miles from city limits on Rob
Mason Rd,'4 mile off 94W. NEAT as pintr*describes
Cal 753-1389.
this 3br, 1-bitlk home with
large fenced in backyard.
PRIME building lots, some Priced in the 50's This
w/trees, all underground listing features many uputilities, natural gas. Joins dates, with all modern apOaks Country Club
pliances to remain. Take
753-4010, 435-4226.
possession end of May and
leave the paint brushes be450
hind as this listing is very
Hoots
much ready to move into
For Sale
condition Contact Rich at
Kopperud Realty,
1615 BELMONT Dr. Living
753-1222 Concerning
room, kitchen/ dining, 3tw,
MLS*3000614
den 14 bath, central gas
disheat & air Stove,
QUIET peaceful country
hwasher, approx. 1535sq ft setting, 9 miles west of
living area. Outside storage Murray. All brick, 11 rooms,
building, $65,000
4 baths, 15 closets, 2 stor753-0430.
age rooms, 2 fireplaces,
50x95 barn,2sheds 32x95,
2BR home on 1 acre of 104 acres, vinyl fenced.
land, 3 outbuildings, carToo many extras to list By
port & new well Minutes owner, $277,000
436-2758
lake
from the
435-4184
2 STORY brick, 4br, 24
47n
bath. Quality construction,
$194,000 obo. 759-2571,
435-4040, 435-4013.
Mctorcycles

AKC Lab puppies, Choc 2
females, $200. Black 1 fe_
male, 3 males, $150,
10,
May
Ready
502-753-9382 after 5pm.
AKC Reg Rottweiler pups, 2YR Old home. Open plan,
6wks old, 4 females, 2, cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2
moles. Shots & wormed:\ bath, front porch, quality
$200/Female, $250/males. \construction. Ph 759-2571.
502-354-9542.
3000S0 ft of Luxurious livDOG obedience classes or ing space, plus 4,4 car
private. Serving Murray 14 garage. vaulted ceilings,
wallpaper, tile, w/many exyears. 436-2858
tras. Built new in '92,
ENGLISH Bulldogs pups, $174,900. 753-2339.
AKC Registered, $800/ea.
Ready
May
24. 38R, 2 bath brick, base901-642-7286 Credit ment, carport, central h/a,
deck,outbidg,4.4 acres, 11
Cards Accepted.
miles from Murray on 94E
POMERANIAN, awl% old, 474-8331.
male, AKC, shots and
3BR, 2 bath new home
wormed,
$ 1 00
Formal dining, great room,
502-382-2831.
gas heat, elec. a/c. Open
REGISTERED Black Lab design. A must see. Call for
puppies. Strong bloodline. an appt 753-0090.
Call 759-9954.
313F1 brick, 1 bath w/retrig,
& wall a/c, double
stove
430
carport, $52,000.
Real
759-1803_
Estate

1980 HONDA Goldwing
1100 w/accessories,$2500
obo. 753-2860. Must sell!
1982 KAWASAKI 750 LTD,
looks & runs good, $800
753-9128.

1989 CHEVY Silverado extended cab, swb, cruise
control, electric windows/
locks, 103xxx miles $9850
753-4445
11.2 DODGE diesel truck,
$14,000 obo 436-2269
1993 CHEVY Silverado, 1
owner, like new, white w/
red interior & fancy Leer
camper shell. Call
753-3233 or 762-3351.

1 'y HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

Prestige Homes

Campers
1984 PROWLER,sleeps 8,
a/c, auto furnace, microwave, 2- way refrig, am/1m
cassette, new awning, new
tv antenna, $6500.
759-1021.

SUMNER ROOFING CO.
Lei one call do it all for industrial, commercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farrn
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdown.
We are licensed in Murray, bonded and insured.
MI employees are covered,under workers comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co
We are ready to serve you!
Sumner Roofing CO, Cadiz, KY

490

Used
Cars

1993 WHITE Taurus. like
new. 753-3233 or
762-3351.
LEAVING country '94 Corolla DX, auto, at, exc
cond. 28xxx miles, $9,000
Need minor repair (windshield). 502-762-6256 Ling
an&

1-800-270-0479 or

/

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-4.36-574.4l
1_-8043-548-5.26.2
Tree TrOsiming
Free Estimates LICENSED & ENSURED
Tree Removal
& operated
20 Hr Service
Stump Removal
Gutter Cleaning&
Service
C_kanup
Mulch Hauling
Light Hauling. Etc
Landscaping
TIM LAMB
Full Line of
Hedge Trirruning
"Qttafirty swrvice"
Equipment
Tree Spraying

WOODSWITH'S
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

MURRAY OP

1986 DODGE work van
B150, 6cyl, air, auto, 1
owner, well maintained,
$2750 Call 502-753-4247
evenings
'92 FORD Sport Aerostar
Van, low mileage, loaded,
captain seats, rear bed
Call Robert Barrett
753-7185.
'94 DODGE Caravan SE,
loaded, 3.3 V6, top rack,
running boards, 14xxx
miles. Aporx 5yrs or 56xxx
miles left on Warranty,
$12,500. 753-0603.
500

1979 JEEP CJ5, excellent
condition, low miles, 4wd.
Call 753-4913 atter 6pm.

Used
Trucks

1985 GMC Jimmy 4x4
Blazer, $3500 obo Must
sell 753-2860
1985 NISSAN twb. good
mechanical, 150xxx miles,
$1250 obo 753-2548

Call 753-5628or Grey's at 759-2001

502-235-5979 (....i.s.)

Vans

We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE!!

Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Utterback
- construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants, skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair. close to new Kroger, future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
enough way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced-a few left at $12,500!

1996 DONZI 275 LXC
(29'3 overall) midberth
cruisers in stock, starting at
$39,943.00. BEAR CREEK
WERKS.
BOAT
800-354-9501.

24FT Pontoon boat '89
model boat & motor. Call
1987 32' JAYCO camper, after 6, 759-91139.
5th wheel, sleeps 5 Complete kitchen &microwave, CELEBRITY Boats
full bath w,tub, $7000 18%31', most in stock now
and available with early
759-2310
season discounts at BEAR
2-WAY refrigerator, frost CREEK BOAT WERKS
free 753-0062
800 354 9501

753-5738.

1984 OLDS Delta 88
Brougham. Excellent condition inside (burgandy) &
out (white). a/c, p/w, p/s,
good tires, $3500
436-2957.

1988 E 350 FORD Van,
351 fuel injected, Wt. a/c,
p/s, p/b, 8x8x14 box van
w/roll-up door Sell or trade
for small truck of equal
value Asking $5,000
753-2041 between 6 &

9Prn
.1989 'Y. TON 4x4 Chevy
Silverado, auto, tilt, cruise,
cass, bedliner, 350 motor.
74xxx miles. $10,500
502-474-2014

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

Singe
qoa. =guy
Ape.
Imost CarS & light trucks)

1200 S.

12th St. • 502-753-0066

HALEY'S
lUgl9Puck
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

GET...AUTO CREDIT
Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce

GET A NEW START

1-800-511-0715
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!

Reestablish Your Credit

A

-

so-

•••

- •

-

'88 Sea Ray 250
Cuddy. Excellent condition 454 magnum,
Halon system, VHF radio, port-a-potty, stereo, bimire top & lull
camper top, new bottom paint power trim &
trim tabs, white/blue.
$17,000,
502-753-8300
759-9579

_see

Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE

tonrices
Offered

!keyless
Offered
CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
502-492-6159
DAVID'S Cleaning Sec
vices 'Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

WELDING . Portable,
sockes, MIG, heli-arc, brazing Mid Melo, stainless,
aluminum arid cast won
Cal David at 436-5638
WILL cut lawns tor summer Call Matt Mattingly at
753-9731 or Brian Combs
at 753-5787

Su
ty
Sn
Cc

502-753-7617

7.

to

Specializing In

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.

water damage restoration,
remodeling, interior,
exterior and roofs.

W2

Sh
ra
Rd

Attention
AM Commercial
& Residential
Owners:

Custom
CABINETS
II WOODWORKING
To Your Specifications!

High Pressure
Wash offers tree est. for

T.L.C.

Will Build

buildings, decks, large
trucks & equip. Let's
keep Calloway clean.

ADDITIONS, roofing & siding are my Specialty. For
free estimates call, David
Lamb at 436-5043.

LAWN Mowing. 13ill Paschall. 502-753-2943.
LAWN mowing and general
yard work Hard working
and dependable. Call
753-6534_
LEWIS exterior cleaning
House, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl. Buildings,
RV's, sidewalks. Free estimates. 753-6490.

ALCOA Siding, windows,
metal roofs Showcase Ext•rlors
759-5625,
489-2000

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.

ALL around hauling, junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, tree work
Free estimates. Joe Lamb
436-2867.

LONGLIFE CARPET
CLEANING SPECIAL.
$25.00 a Standard size
room. Free DEODORIZING & SCOTCHGUARDING. 436-2654.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS•
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, TOM
waves, Mon- Fn,9-12, 1-5
Free estimates. Visa/M(
accepted 753-0530

FINISH mowing, garden
breaking & tilling, bush hogging. 753-5303 after 6pm

LAWN Maintenance. Water
and flower garden design
and maintenance. Call
Hodges Landscaping for
free
estimate.
502-489-2581

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience, BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

WINDOW repair & replace
rnent, (vinyl) 759-1799

Dc
!xi
ho
Su
be

no
ne
Sc

ABSOLUTE LAWN SERVICE. Lawn mowing,
mulching Free fertilizing,
every 3rd mow. Dandelion
spray. Satisfaction guaranteed. 753-6585.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

WILL do home repairs Also
lay vinyl flooring Cali
759-9257 after 5pm

SERVICE PRO
RESTORATION CO.

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

Call 753-3557

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs AGC
certified. 489-2214.

Services
Mond

DRYWALL, finishing, re
pairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

stump removal, tree spray
ing, hedge trimming, land
soaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim HANDYWORK/odd jobs
436-5744, wanted. No job too small.
Lamb
Just give us a call.
1-800-548-5262.
759-1184.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray- KITCHEN CABINET REing, serving Murray, Callo- FACING. Make your old
way County since 1980 new again with Formica. All
Free estimates 436-2247 colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
or 492-8737
KY. 436-5560.
A & A Lawn Care, mowing
LAMB Brother Home Imhauling, tree trimming
Free Estimates Mark provements, remodeling,
Lamb
4 36- 579 1, additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
436-2528

AFFORDABLE lawn care,
from mowing and trimming
to hauling off eyesores. For
friendly, dependable service call J.J.'s after 500.
436-2919,

53n

530

530

FOR Sale or trade 43FT
Nauta Line, twin diesel motors. 75 diesel generator,
$37,500. Irvin Cobb Mar•94 JEEP Grand Cherokee 1977, t7FT,GLASTRON; ina, sip M. 436-5082.
Limited. Black, 55xxx 140hp outboard Johnson, PONTOON BOATS. 4miles, new tires. Cel- walk thru windshield, brn/ 1995 remain at dealers inPhone, towing package, beige Super good boat voice. 1996's also availwith trailer, $2500 firm. able. BEAR CREEK BOAT
obo
$ 1 9 , 7 50
502-753-6851.
502-554-1331
WERKS. 800-354-9501
'95 CHEVY S-10 ZR2 1985 34FT Sea Ray, twin
condi- TIGERSHARK personal
Package Ext cab, black, 454's, 325hrs Mint
watercraft, limited 1995's
new wheels, 21xxx miles. tion, only $59,500
available at huge dis492-8479
days,
753-4663
Good condition, $19,500.
counts, starting at
Call 759-5661 after 6pm. nights
$3699.00. BEAR CREEK
boat, BOAT
WERKS.
BLACK 55 Chevy pickup, 1994 CELEBRITY ski
Blue
&
engine.
800-354-9501.
20ft,
305
LX
$6500 obo 759-4414
cream, dual axle trailer with
brakes, $15,000
53n
sin
753-0625.
Services

HAVE tun riding a Yamaha
Razz or a Honda Spree
Moped. Both for .sale.

1973 FORD F350 1 ton
flat bed, good condition
759-4805

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision

•••••

Bolts
& Motors

'91 DODGE 1 ton Dually,
flatbed, 360 engine, automatic, good truck, $9000
489-2041 after 3pm

BIG Bear 4 wheeler,$3200
435-6099

Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
Additions, Remodeling & Vinyl Siding.

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

32FT Camper, air, gas
heat, $2,000 759-4414

'94 WARRIOR, good cond.
$3000. 753-1500.

4BR, 2./i bath with full
basement, 3 car carpet, 1985 TOYOTA Corolla 4dr,
3900sq ft under roof. 5sp, a/c, runs good Call
753-3679 after 5pm.
1500Sq ft workshop with '4
bath, 3 stall livestock barn 1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE,
4 ACRES mostly woods, with fenced pasture,
with 14x57 mobile home, stocked pond, central heat $1200 753-2519
large deck, deep well, good & air. Woodstoves in work- 1987 DODGE Colt, 74xxx
septic, 44 mi from Murray. shop and basement. Sits miles, 4sp, new clutch,
Corner lot 950+ ft. Road on apprx. 9 acres in Kirk- $1200 obo 759-2437 leave
Front 492-8738.
soy, $185,000. Serious in- message
HALEY Appraisals. Bob quiries only. Evening calls
1990 BUICK Riviera
Haley, state certified. at 489-2056 for appt.
Coupe, loaded, wire
759-4218.
wheels, sunroof, leather in6 ROOM, 2 bath, 1 block
KOPPERUD Realty has
terior, a/c, all power
from hospital. Small,down
buyers waiting to purchase
435-4668 or 435-4678
payment. Owner will conhomes-all price ranges If
sider financing 753-8165. 1990 Nissan Stanza XE,
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courte- BY Contractor: New 4br, 4dr, white, loaded
ous and professional 24 bath house w/3 car 759-4682 after 5pm
agents at 753-1222 or stop garage. Deluxe home with 1991 EAGLE Summit,
by office at 711 Main St. all amenities. You must see 61xxx miles, al, ac
this one. Cal 753-3903.
753-8165
BY Owner: 4br, plus den/
Lake
studio. Unique blend of
Property
contemporary and conventional Open design, big
RED WATER RANCH Excountry kitchen, cabinets,
clusive Waterfront! For
storage space. Woodstove,
the Discriminating buyer...
5 ceiling fans, HVAC new
This restricted lakefront
1995. 2340sq ft, plus 640sq
subdivision has all the
ft basement. 2 Acres, fruit
amenities... appeal, conveand shade trees, garden.
nience, fantastic views,
Owner KY RE Agent
TVA dock permittable, and
489-2207.
good year around water.
There is a limited availabil- GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
ity of lots. See now for best bath, 2 story, 4100/+ sq ft.
choice. Call anytime for a Lots of extras, Walnut cafree recorded message binets, Conan baths,
1-800-769-5250 or contact decks, gazebo, sprinkler
Lake Associate Realtors system, large game room,
1-800-642-198 1 or study. 753-5940,
-9014/2-1399.
436-5946.

30' AVION camper Mint
wood paneling, light green wall to wall
carpeting Twin beds with
beauty rest mattresses,
aluminum exterior. Price
negotiable. See at Holly
Green RV, Park, lot 23,
near University Campus on
Coldwater Rd.
condition, nice

PREOWNED AIRS1993 FORD pickup, bur- TREAMS Also used
gandy, 35xxx miles, hitches, sway controls &
$9,000. 753-5500.
leveling jacks 753-0114.

10 75 ACRES on Brooks
Chapel Rd, east of Dexter.
Call 437-4057

435
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Is.
For Salo

3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339

•••••-•••••

MARC'S LAWN SERVICE. Will also haul mulch.
753-6226, 753-4168.
MOODY'S mower repair.
Pickup & delivery.
753-5668.

502-759-9672
1)

630 N 4th St. (Neat to Lamle/ Fleeter) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC
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Ti's LAWN SERVICE
• Mowing
• Edging

• Weedeating
• Hauling, Etc.

----Giiiirrinteed fast, friendly and
professional service.

L.I

TI

753-5647

or

759-9365

If no answer please leave message.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: •••••
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ATTENTION 1
Contractor or Nome Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667
II
•

700
E ft
frE
Of
A

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4-oa suNeurzir MURR4Y (Behind Burley Bread)
7 -• 5440

MULCH,delivered Murray.
436-5560
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255.
PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.

ROB'S ELECTRICAL
WORKS. All types.
Licensed & Insured.
502-247-5700, 742-4484
BACKHOE SERVICE. (Pager)
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace- R & R ELECTRIC. Mobile
ment. 759-1515_
home hookup, new conBACKHOE Service - ROY struction, rewiring, trouble
HILL. Septic system, drive- shooting & repairs. Free
ways, hauling, foundations, estimates, fast service Call
Murray,
anytime
etc. 759-4664.
762-0001_
B & B Septic Tank &
Sewer Service. All drains SEAMLESS gutters incleaned 24 Hour Service stalled, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
502-444-6841
753-6433.
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free SMALL concrete and conestimates 436-5832 or struction work available
Gall Mark at 753-2627 after
753-1134
5Prn
BUSHHOGGING, drive
ways graded, gardens and SPEEDY Maid mobile
lawns roto-tilled. New 60 cleaning service.
inch rob -tiller does a terrific 5 0 2 - 7 5 9 - 5 0 5 5 ,
job. Call Jonesy 437-4030_ 502-753-8086.
BUSH hogging, finish mow- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ing & trimming, garden and Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free esyard tilling 492-8530
timates. Day or night,
CARPORTS for cars and 753-5484_
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs TAILOR Made Dashboard
and etc_ Excellent protec- covers. Protects against
tion, high quality, excellent stains, cracking, fading,
heat, glare Fits your make
value. Roy Hill 759-4664
and model. Choice of colCLEANING- yards, barns, ors. 759-4712
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
THE Gutter Co Seamless
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, inCOUNTERTOPS, custom
sured Estimate available.
Homes, trailers, offices
759-4690.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
TOMS WINDOWS. CleanCUSTOM BUILT wooden ing. Res. Commercial.
decks & fencing Excellent 436-5389.
workmanship Affordable WALTER'S Contracting,
rates 753-7860
Gerald Walters, owner.
CUSTOM bulldozing and Vinyl siding, painting,
backhoe work, septic sys- decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, tree estitems 354-8161 after 4pm
mates. 753-2592
Horace Sholar

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

Is Your
Attic Full?
Is Your
Basement Full?

3-,

SPRING CLEANING
TIME IS HERE?
Get Fast Results in the

CLASSIFIEDS
Advertise your
unwanted items:
•Furniture •Household Items
'Appliances 'Etc.

753-1916
and ask for

CLASSIFIED
and we will be glad
to assist you in finding
the most economical
way to sell your items!
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

airing
711Cf0, 1-5.
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Ten years ago
Demolition worker Sidney
Doughty is pictured stacking
bricks from an old tobacco warehouse at L.P. Miller and Poplar
Street being torn down. It is
being torn down by Murray
Warehousing Corp.
Elected as officers of Murray
State University Women's Society were Dortha Bailey, Susan
Smith, Bobbie Canerdy, Mary
Conover and Hellon Carlin.
Marls Ford, Amy Long, Shannon Wells and Melissa Gray are
new officers of Murray High
School Student Council.
Births reported include a boy
to Barry and Gail Eveland, May
7.
Twenty years ago
Kathy Ann Calhoun of Calloway County High School and
Sharon Elizabeth Steele of Murray High School have been
named to receive Murray State
University Alumni annual scholarships of $500 for the 1976-77
school year.
New officers of Auxiliary of
Calloway County Medical Society are Mrs. Lynn Houston, Mrs.
Donald Hughes, Mrs. Bailey Binford and Mrs. David Barreu.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gillum, May
5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerry
Reed, May 9.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Calloway County High
School Ulcers by the score of 6
to 5 for the District Baseball
Championship.
Thirty years ago

TODAY IN HISTORY

Murray City Clerk Stanford
Andrus reported 2,035 city automobile stickers have been sold
thus far this year at a meeting of
Murray City Council.
Theresa Resig, Ada Sue Hutson, Ann Griffin and Kathy Converse have been elected as officers of Murray High School Stutient touncii.
David Belcher, Ken Miller,
Patsy Falwell, Carol Barrow,
Debbie Calhoun, Glen Chaney.
Cathy Harris, Ruth Bennett and
Shirley Bazzell are new officers
of Calloway County High School
Beta Club.
. Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Marshall
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Ray -Geurin, May 9.
Forty years ago
A feature story about horses
owned by Murray families in
"Horse and Buggy Days" is published. It was written by Dr.
Hugh McElrath.
"Big time" Professional Wrestling will be May 15 at Jim's
Roller Rink on North 18th Street,
Murray.
Mrs. Charles Clark, Mrs. John
T. lrvan, Mrs. M.C. Ellis and
Mrs. Louis Charles Ryan are new
officers of Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles K. Miller and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Reece Cloar.
Mrs. Warren Maxedon presented a program on "A History
of Methodism" at a meeting of
WSCS of First Methodist Church.

Foresight Is Rewarded

LISTEN TO THIS' A MAN WAS
PECKED SY AN ANGRY
TURKEY AND rT CURED
HIS POSTNASAL. DRIP

OAGW000! WHAT'S THAT
TAN-01D 00i N6
HIDDEN IN vouR
NEWSPAPER
THERE ?!

CATHY
LOOK! AN ONLINE SWEETIE
E-81AILED A LOVE POEM TO
ME.r HE EmAILED A PICTURE
Of A ROSE! HE E- MAILED
A LIST OF ALL THE THINBS
HE ADORES ABOUT riEr.

FOR IIKTTE R or FOR WORSE
Had c.oME

HE ONLY BARKS AT IMPoRTANT
STUFF.

THATS CAuSE EDGAR
RINGS THE eeu. WHEN

JUST BARK

He WANTS To Go IN

DGDR,LIKE OTHEK poGS.

PoESNY

AT THE

OR OUT
ELIZABEFF SAYS
USE HES
IT'S
MORE. IN1E11.1,-EN1 THAN OTHER
POSS

CROSSWORDS

ve

ACROSS

GARFIELD

.916

"BOUNCY" WOULD NOT DE A
GOOD NICKNAME FOR 0121E

efo''

1 Fairy-tale
figure
4 Seoul, —
9 Espionage
org.
12 King (Fr.)
13 Seize forcibly
14 Canoe need
15 "Goldfinger
character
17 "Cutthroat
il o
siltasn"
.d star
19 Explosive
20 Actress
Black
21 Frosts a
cake
23 Myself
24 Adolescent
years
rd
27 Vehicle
28 Weather

MALLARD FILLMORE

30 A — in the
bucket
31 Alternative
word

11.70417A02, AFTER you coVerz
5FtEcN, CoULD you qE1- ME A
FICTORE Of Tn Tinio of
-roeviiew?
P"--/

32 Envious
34 Yes (Sp.)
35 Ms. Dunn
37 Thick slice
38 So-so grade
39 Incline
41 Exclamation
42 Show disdain
43 More recent
45 Heat unit
(abbr.)
46 Shaped
48 Sillier
51 Opp. of
WSW
52 Icy coatings
54 Utilize
55 Goal
56 Martinique
volcano
57 Club —

iriow( Yoae GoT To
onli-y Tv
f5e
R6v45 PireecTog it4
CouNtRy WHO'p
WM. A pctive Of
Og ME/

PEANUTS
60W COME YOUR
FAMILY HAS A D06
AND I DON'T?
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
MADAM CLAIM
SENATE HANNAH
IDES IEEEDS RA
@AT TAPED MIN
TANG
GPI RICER
ESCAPEE
LINOS
ALPS GORE
KELL I PjAall TOR
ORLY OASIS LO
ROA BUNTS CLU
BAIN
AD NITER
IRONED
NEATE
S AMER COATS
5-140 1996 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Energy unit
2 Mauna —
3 Porous
substance
4 Actor Russell
5 Gravel ridge

6 Urich ID
7 — Bombeck
8 Toward the
left
9 Inventor
10 Creator of 15
Across
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DEAR ABBY: My given name is
William. My checks and credit cards
are printed "William.- My business
cards identify me as William. and I
introduce myself as kVIlliain NI%
problem is; everybody %%ants to call
me Bill Billy, Willie or Will
Today I received approximatel
20 business phone calls, and at
least 18 people, most of ‘A horn I've
never met, immediately called me
Bill. I find this presumptuous.
Abby, why do most people
assume it is OK to address everyone
named William as Bill? I notice that
people named James are usually
called Jim or Jimmy, and people
named Robert are called Bob or
Bobby.
Perhaps if you print this, it will
let people know that they should
use a person's name as he or she
uses it.
•
ALL-NTE-WITTJANI
* * *

CONFIDENTIAL
TO
"APPROVES OF CORPORAL
PUNISHMENT" IN DETROIT:
In the words of Robert Orben.
"Never raise your hand to your
children — it leaves your midsection unprotected."

make the contract.
He finessed the queen of hearts
• * *
at trick one and then cashed the ace,
discarding a club. At this point most
declarers would probably lead a low
trump from dummy, hoping to lose
only one trump trick and two clubs
DR. GOTT
and thus make four spades.
But this approach would not By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
have met with success. West wins
the king of spades with the ace and
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a 74
old
shifts to the K-10 of clubs, won by male with polycythemia vera Year
Mv doc
East with the queen. A third round tor orders phlebotomy periodically to
of clubs then renders South help- keep me comfortable. Side effects are
less. If he ruffs low, West overruffs severe itching and shortness (it
with the nine; if he ruffs with the breath. My spleen isn't enlarged, and I
queen instead, West discards and don't have tingling hands and feet. Do
eventually scores the setting trick clinics want volunteers to study this
with the nine of trumps.
condition? I'd definitely be interested
Fazli wisely foresaw that this
DEAR READER: Polycythemia
might occur if he led a spade at trick vera is a(disorder of unknown causes.
three, so he instead led the eight of marked byill over-production of red
hearts and discarded the seven of blood cells. If untreated, this can
make the blood too thick, leading to
clubs on it!
This deal occurred during the 1984
This immaculate play effectively circulatory problems, overly rapid
World Team Olympiad in the match severed the defenders' communica- blood clotting and a host of other corn
between Pakistan and Germany. It tions. After winning the heart, West plications. One of the most successful (and tra features a play that is seldom seen in led the K-10ofclubs,declarer ruffing
actual practice, although the oppor- East's queen.Fazli then finessed the • ditional) treatments for this disorder
tunity for it arises more frequently queen of diamonds and returned a involves removing excess blood (phlebotomy) at regular intervals to mainthan is generally realized.
low spade.
tain the normal viscosity. Also. physiDeclarer with the South hand
West took the king with the ace cians may use drugs, such as radioacwas Jan-E-Alam Fazli of Pakistan. but could do no better than return a tive phosphorus, to inhibit the formaHis out-of-the-blue four spade bid diamond. Fazli won with the ace, tion of new red blood cells.
was intended primarily as a sacri- cashed dummy's ten of spades and
Itching, shortness of breath (and an
fice against four hearth. But when ruffed a diamond. The queen of enlarged spleen) are hallmarks of the
West led a heart and the surpris- spades then drew West's nine, and disease, not the therapy.
ingly strong dununycame down,Fail the doubled contract came rolling
Several medical centers are per
realized he had a genuine chance to home.
forming studies on patients with poly
Tomorrow: Cool head prevails.
cythemia vera. Your doctor or hema

ries

A

DEAR DEVASTATED: If Fred
ware sincere about making
amends, he would offer to join
you in marriage counseling
instead of putting himself in a
position to "help" troubled and
vulnerable women in crisis.
Fear that your chances of
finding another mate are slim is
a poor reason for remaining in
an abusive relationship. If I
were you, I'd write Fred off as a
bad mistake. And since he has
told you that he has slept with
prostitutes, I urge you to be
tested for AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.

West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
46 102
V A Q8
• A Q65
+8653
WEST
EAST
+ A95
J
•K10542
J763
• K 93
•J1072
+K10
+AQ94
SOUTH
•K Q87643
V9
*84 •
*J72
The bidding:
West
North East South
1 IP
Pass
3 IP
Pass
4
Pass
Pass
4+
Dble
Opening lead — four of hearts.

I
def8

.PlL,y00 GCTiS A
DOORSF-LL ON BOFE.
THE- INSIDE. AN'THE_
OUTSIDE OF YOUR
3ACK POOR?

DEAR ABBY I am very trouWhen I married my second
husband,"Fred," he told me he was
a virgin, and passed himself off as
caring toward women. Then, after
our marriage, he mentioned that he
used to frequent strip joints. I was
upset about it because I'm a feminist, and I feel that visiting strip
joints is disrespectful to women.
Two days before I went into
labor to deliver our son, Fred told
me that out of the five women he
had slept with, he ranked me about
third. After all, I'm 10 years older
than Fred, and I'll never be as physically attractive as a prostitute.
Abby, this is my second marriage
and my third child. My chances of
finding romance again are getting
slimmer and slimmer.
I'm not ugly; I'm tall, slender and
fairly attractive. I can't understand
why someone who claims to love me
would tell me that I rank lower
than a prostitute. I was crushed. It
made me feel very undesirable.
I told Fred if he wanted a
younger woman, I'd leave and take
the baby so he could start over
again. He said no, he wanted me.
,I find it degrading to live with a
man who has been with prostitutes.
He could have given me a disease.
Am I the only woman who finds
men who frequent prostitutes
revolting? I can't see myself spending the rest of my life with a man
like Fred.
However, he's going to college at
my insistence. He says he has
changed, and he'll volunteer some
time in a women's crisis center to
make.amends._
Abby, should I stay with Fred or
write him off as a bad mistake?
DEVASTATED IN
RENTON,WASH.
bled.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE
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14, 1996

DEAR ABBY •

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 14, the 135th day of 1996. There arc 231
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 14, 1796, English physician Edward Jenner administered
the first vaccination against smallpox to an 8-year-old boy.
On this date:
In 1643, Louis XIV2me King of France at age 4 upon the death
of his father, Louis
In 1787, delegates began gathering in Philadelphia for a convention
to draw up the U.S. Constitution.
In 1804, the Lewis and Clark expedition to explore the Louisiana
Territory left St. Louis.
In 1904, the first Olympic games to be held in the United States
opened in St. Louis.
In 1942, the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps was established.
In 1948, the independent state of Israel was proclaimed in Tel Aviv
as British rule in Palestine came to an end.
In 1955, representatives from eight Communist bloc countries,
including the Soviet Union, signed the Warsaw Pact in Poland.
In 1973, the United States launched Skylab I., its first manned space
station.
In 1975, U.S. forces raided the Cambodian island of Koh Tang and
recaptured the American merchant ship Mayaguez. All 40 crew members were released safely by Cambodia, but some 40 U.S. servicemen
were killed in the military operation.
In 1980, President Carter inaugurated the Department of Health and
Human Services.
In 1994, the West Bank town of Jericho saw its first full day of
Palestinian self-rule following the withdrawal of Israeli troops.
Ten years ago: Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev said in a televised address that casualties from the Chernobyl nuclear disaster had
risen to nine dead and 299 hospitalized, but said, "The worst is
behind us."
Five years ago: President Bush announced his selection of Robert
M. Gates to head the Central Intelligence Agency. Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II arrived in Washington to begin a two-week visit 'to the
United States. Forty-two people were killed in a train collision in
western Japan.
One year ago: Myrlie Evers-Williams was sworn in to head the
NAACP, pledging to lead the civil rights group away from its recent
troubles and restore it as a political and social force.
Today's Birthdays: Opera singer Patrice Munsel is 71. Sen. Byron
Dorgan, D-N.D., is 54. Rock singer-musician Jack Bruce is 53.

DAILY COMICS

ig

TUESDAY, MAY

11 Metnc
measure
16 Switch
positions
18 Property
documents
20 Garrison —
21 Holy images
22 Seasonal
song
23 `Serpico"
author
25 Facial parts
26 Secret agents
28 Concerning
29 Wyle of "ER"
32 Jackson or
Leigh
33 — 40 (rock
group)
36 Fumed
38 Eyelash
40 Contemptible
person (sl.)
42 — Solo
("Star Wars")
44 Singer
Adams
45 Instance
46 Fixed charge
47 Hostelry
48 Last letter
49 Japan ending
50 Cerise
53 Roman 1,050

tologist) can inquire about programs
in or near your community.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Blood: Donations and
Disorders." Other readers who would

like a copy should send $2 plus a long.
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station.
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men
tion the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A

friend's .doctor
told her never to take calcium except
for one hour before or after meals.
since calcium coats the stomach and
will not allow other medicines to do
their job. Is there any truth to this' I
take calcium daily and wonder if I'm
on the right track.
DEAR READER: Like any other
mineral, calcium may bind with many
drugs, limiting their absorption and
efficiency. Therefore, calcium supplements should not be swallowed at the

same time other medicines are taken.
However, I believe that your
friend's doctor is being overly cautious in insisting that calcium be used
only on an empty stomach. (Remember that several calcium-contain-

ing products, such as TUMS, will
often relieve heartburn and indigestion caused by excess stomach acid
when the stomach is empty.)
Nonetheless, patients(who take calcium to prevent osteoporosis and
other bone disorders) should not
swallow,the supplement with any
medicine, regardless of whether the
stomach is full or empty
tk 1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERMISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT M.D.
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Dr. Vernon Gantt, professor In the department of speech communication and
theater and the 1996, Distinguished Professor of the Year, congratulates Jan
Hudson, scholarship winner, of Providence, Ky. A scholarship is awarded
annually to one student from the department in which the Distinguished
Professor teaches.

Bob Jackson (far left), president of the 1996-97 MSU Alumni Association, and
Dr. Kern Alexander (far right), president of Murray State University,are shown
standing with the recipients of the Distinguished Alumnus Award. The
recipients were honored at the annual Alumni and Friends Luncheon in April.
They are(from left to right) Arthur Bauemfeind of Boston, Mass., president of
Westfield Capital Management Co., Mac Anderson, of Geneva, Ill., chairman,
CEO and founder of Celex Group, Inc., and Dr. Martha Ross Redden Ozer, of
Washington, D.C., a school psychologist with the Fairfax County (Va.) public
schools.

The Career Awareness Banquet was recently held by the college of business
and public affairs at Murray State University and the School-to-Work Local
Labor Market Area 1 program in the Curds Center on Murray State's campus.

1

R.H.B. Firea
Buy - Sell - Trade
Phone 436-2980

Pork Spareribs 8c
Beef Ribs, Beef,
Pork or Chicken
Kabobs, Thick
Pork Chops, Lean
Ground Beef 8:
More!

Large Selection of Handguns,
- Rifles, Shotguns, Ammo
& AC110680H0111-licis
ConcealmentibiMere

Leather

watt;-

OLD! TIME
MEAT SHOPPE

Wie••••••

7
s:8:00
.iai;

a.m.-12:00 Morsday-Priday
8:00 a.ns,.-5:00 p.m. Sat. & Sun.

753-MEIT

94 raft 5Vs Miles To Duncan's Grocery
Turn Right At Caution Light(Hwy. 732)
Located At 2 Mile Marker 0ie Right

Dtsielsad Shopping Caster
Chestnut St. • Murray

OWN 'THIS FULL SIZE DELUXE YAMAHA 350
I.

00
FOR ONLY $99 A MONTH.*

•

AND THERE IS NO MONEY DOWN! ITS EASY. DETAILS BELOWI

--s

"A Family of Quality Suncare Products"

zik>

4

MARKETING
1
/r

A

awl

306 Andrus Ave. • Murray, Kentucky

"ff
SavelAWAII

YAMAHA
There right, the Big Blue 350 has been manufactured for 10 years and
was recently voted most reliable" by farmers In West KY.
Here's how lo get yours today...Call Spencer at 502-753-8078 Town &
Country Yamaha In Murray and give him your credit into, right on the
phone. But hurry, there are only 30 left.

750-700.

'Fop
roved buyers. ATVs with engine $ass of 90oc or greater are recommended for use only by Owosso*
16 and older. YAMAHA recorrirrends that all AN riders take an approved training course. For safely and
training information. see your dealer of call the AN Safety institute al I 400447-4700. AN, con be
hazardous to operate. For your safety: Always wear a helmet,eye protection, and protective clattery; nswer
ride on paved surfaces or public roade; never carry passengers; never engage in stunt riding; rang and
alcoholic:1Nya don't mix; avoid excessive speed; arid be particularty careful on difficult terrain.

ON ANT HAWAIIAN TROPIC PRODUCT 3o2 OR LARGER

R.IE
MARs INE
arivta
753-4408
Proud to represent world wide recognized boat
brands that maintain top value.

Hot Summer DealikOn New Boats
- 1982 Monark Fish & Ski 115 HP Johnson, Fully Loaded SST, Cover, Ski Tow,
4,495
Super Nice
13,900
- 18,/2' Wellcratt.,Bowriders 160 HP V-6 Mercruisers, Trailors
- 19' Glastron Bowriders 180 HP V-6 Mercruisers, Sun Lounge Seating, Indash.
'15,900
Depth Finders, Hour Meters, Trailors

•ffi•••

Meadowcraft•
Patio Furniture Now On Sale!

- 23'4" Glastron Bowriders w/Cuddy Cabin, Porta Potti, Tandem Trailor w/Brakes,
'24,900
Full Canvas, Snap-In Carpet, V-8 k4ercruiser or Volvo
Galley.
Full
Full
Bath,
Power,
Shore
Mercruisers
V-8
Cruisers.
Wellcratt
- 23'
Relrig., Elec. Stove, H W. Heater, Full Camper Canvas, Tandem
'30,900
Trailer vr/ Brakes

Thurman's

- 27'/i Wellaaft Cruiser, 9'/2' Beams, Live Aboard Arnmenities, 7.4 Liter, V-8
'43,900
Mercruiser, 300 HP

FURNITURE

All of otx cruisers qualify for 2nd home mortgage tax deduction
8 99% APR hnanang up Po 20 years
Glootron •

208 Main St

Feel The Power of the

'Home Sweet Home" is getting
sweeter at Buchanan

New ST7HL 017

Phase II Luxury Condominiums
On Kentucky Lake
sta--fti,t $166,000

now only

$19995
• 14" bar & chain

eneg"‘g
‘‘
,
ar
nrg‘
irroiCaW'
er"
00*

A Waterfront Condominium Community

•30cc '1 &i
• Incredible power
•lightweight. 83 ts

sass

3 miles from Paris Landing State Park

St1h1 causes a full line of
outdoor power tools
inducfing trimmerc
&power leaf blowers The II Selling Chain Saw INoridwide

(901) 642-2828

THL

Fax (901) 642-8223
1-800-225-6302

Murray Home & Auto
/53-2S/1

Chestnut St
Murray

Murray, Ky

Wenoraft • Trolan Yachts

Tuth7/4a

Pleasant
Place
AT BUCHANAN

/53-4110
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